ients may feel a sense of deja vous this ye

ir State University Fees were increased by
or the second year in a row raising
al fees from $pp440 to $1,584.

cuLAD
One

<aP

of the fee incréase

vara financial aid
goe
‘this year, making more aid,
’
y available to students.

es

§§ CSU Buncer
Even with.a $300,f
increase in HS
resource
o
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e An accidental paint spill in the Smith River
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° Chowderhead Is a band with a lineup in transition, but
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Sports

° The HSU soccer team hopes to learn from the World
Cup ao

by presenting a Brazilian-style sefense,

° They ain't In Kansas no more, but they left it No. 2 last
spring in the NCAA
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McCrone recap

@ After two decades as HSU
president, Alistair McCrone says
he doesn't do everything right.
By Teresa Mills
Staring out of his window
and redwoods on the hill, HSU
had to pause briefly when he
felt that you have failed at
HSU?”
Marking his 20th year as
who ranks as the California

with a view of the campus
President Alistair McCrone
was asked, “Have you ever
anything in your career at
HSU’s president, McCrone,
State University's longesteverything

tenured senior executive, said,

that I've done could have been done better. I've done the
best that I could, but it’s always possible to do better. But
one of the difficulties here is there’s not enough time.”
While sitting in a leather chair behind his wood desk,
life.
in hisd
a day be
McCrone descri
said.
nt,” hey
differeda
is ry
“Eve
“On any given day I might be talking to other CSU

presidents or the chancellor and, of course, | read the
mail,” he said. “On any given day I might talk to the vice
presidents here on campus, the deans, professors.”
While recapitulating some of his most noteworthy

moments at HSU,

McCrone smiled and said, “com-

mencement.”

“I recognize the parents, the loved ones, the sweethearts and the pride in the graduating students,” he said.
The collection of rocks, minerals and sediments on the

shelves of McCrone’s office clearly indicate he is a

was cut
hing
career
geology. But his teac
of sor
profes
cal ana
te
ching
nl
;
too
“T have to travel to many conferences (as the university
president), and it wasn't fair to the students,” he said. “I

“Now we have
more books in

the Library,
more
accredited
programs. All
the things that
earmark it as a
university.

°

ALISTAIR MCCRONE

HSU president

leas

said.
he ,”
my pocket
“| relate very much

TRACI WOODENFHOTO
EDITOR

professor of geology in 1974. Getting hie
“As an academic migrant worker (who goes from place
that President McCrone is
I can
presidents at getting
one of the most
his school,” Faulk said. “When you consider
that we're a small campus, he’s excellent at raising
money.
“As a former
A.S.

I would have to say his
student
be benefi-

McCrone, during the years, has asked for his advice, as

well as that of other vice presidents, on a number of

tn obdiien, Webb said, “Cnt of Ges

inns + Seere

McCrone,
who became president in 1974,
is a native of
Canada and has been married to Judith (Seari) McCrone
since 1958. The
has two scus and a daughter.

All three of his

attended
the University of

and now live in Seattle.
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You will find yourself thinking about it long after you
"Outstanding...
Temes
Gayese
ave left the theatre.” = Gan Pranci

“I loved seeing this film. I'l see it again... See it for the gay/lesbian content, the
SEIM, the pot, the nude beaches, or the message, but see it!” = the Seattle Stranger
to see ifAyou want to have coffee afterward
good film ....
“Provocative
and get into an argument.” = San Pranciece Chronicle

‘Jonathan Blank's provocative new documentary, ‘Sex, Drugs € Democracy,’

suggests the spirit of Woodstock may be alive and well not in the U.S.
butin the Netherlands.” - Vee Seatiie Tenes

“The Pope bas said be doesn't want the controversial film
‘Sex, Drugs 9 Democracy’ shown in bis cuntry.” - Tee Heliyweed Reporter

Startine SEPTEMBER OTH

1015 Hi Sr.

@ 707.822.5171
FOUR SHOWS DAILY:

|

nil

.

Would you like the financial advice of
an investment professional who will work _— .
for you and not for one specific plan company?

e How can I plan for a comfortable retirement¢
¢ How do tax laws affect my contributions now¢

¢ Which investments are right for me at my age¢

e Which companies provide these investments at HSU¢

|

fearure-length, documentary film, explores the
Democracy,
unconencensosed look st
film tales
Geedech. ‘The
lity and
politics an in Holland with an

j

Have you begun funding your
403-B, TSA Retirement Plan¢

You have questions:

> MINOR.

Arcata, Catirornia

| HSU Faculty and Staff |

min.)
i gall new American and Dutch bands. (col87or,

We have answers:
Call Ken Ammenwerth or Allan Grushkin at

_ AG Edwards
& Sons Inc
(442-2422
1018 Second Street

Eureka, CA 95501

410 5 PM. MOHTLY |

BEAN

TOSTADA

ONLY $128
WO LOG

We would be glad if you would make St. Alban's

your church home.

1675 Chester Ave., Sunny Brea, Arcata

- GERRY? ANY RICE

MICRO BREWERY | f

|

DRAFT SPECIALS
60

O8.

PIICHERS

ONLY $475
a]
| DRAFTS
$99 )F

HORAS: MON-THUR 11-9, FRI & SAT 11-10, SUN 2-9

Wednesday,
Aug. 31, 1994

Lobbyists skeptical
of AB2714’s passesagfore
g Bill would prevent salary hik

top executives in UCs and CSUs.

to eat stone soup,”

have

By Teresa Mills

Karnette stated in a press rebs

lease.

In a rash attempt to prohibit

From 1982 to 1992,

pay hikes for executive officers

es
tive salarihave

in the University of California

incre

and California State University

| systems, Assembly Bill 2714

now awaits Gov. Pete Wilson's

decision — many predict it expt
awaits his veto.

"Erie Mitchell, HSU Califor-

‘The bill, written by Assem| blywoman Betty Karnette,
strives to prevent salar, y in-

for administra-

rks
pes
se
| creaor
1989-00

1990-91

nia State Student Association —

rep
of

inc

tors whose salaries range from

$100,000 to $280,000, if stu- dent fees go up more than 10

1991-82

SOURCE: Caliiesia Sastent Aid Commiesion

| percent in any given year.

CSU Budget increase not enough
lion increase over last year.
Even with a $46.9 million budget, a $300,000 increase from
HSU's 1993/94 budget, Univer-

additional 2,700 students over

mitted to HSU this year to meet

~

the Legislature's system-wide requirement and the university's
stuet
of 6,550
enrollment targ
dents.
of tthe
as par
Also

stated in a letter to faculty and
staff Aug. 16 that inflation in
costs have turned the “small dolease
decre
anotheras
into re
larinc
.”
in purchasing power
At the same time, the budget
requires the system to admit an

last year’s approximate 247,000.

pers, Karnette stated, “Unless sai
students write today, I am very
thisdbill will
ie
that
: rr
be get
wo
wc
decan
governor
The
yetoed.

This means more than 100new
tsed to be adenexpect
studare

sity President Alistair McCrone

~ Ina letter to student newspa- ‘Republic

budget was a 10 percent fee in-

crease, which passed despite the

_

See CSU Budget, page 16

cide on this bill at any mo-

ment.

_. saidit.

‘to the governor on Aug. 18 af-

ter the Assembly agreed with
- State Senate. Itpassed byavote

Ei

se

can send a |

clear message to his own bud| get writers that students
onestwho
n'
the only
be ld
shou
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“If you haven'
to Qué Pasa lately,
been tto
you haven'
Qué Pasa.”
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Change
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Conference,
aker,
Keynote s

Leadership

21-22.
Starting
at 8 p.m.

asa!
ld
in theC
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The Simpson °s & Sein
Happy Hour Prices All Night Long
Pe
$4.00 Pitchers

ee
$1.00 Pints

e New Recipes ¢
Fat Free Pinto and Black Beans

s
on Tap
6 Microbrew

Topics

* Ending

* Gangs

the

enlighten

the

you.

the

sequence
42564

of Women

Community

more! !!

need

attend

Victimization

Violence

and

* and many

a unit?

Friday

you

can
PS

380

and

If

you

Saturday

obtain
sec.

Bring your add card to
Nelson Hall East 216 for
Rees Hughes’ signature.

SEE

October

2000

* Domestic

ern:

at

include:

* Workforce

you

will

McKay,

Arapata

Do

change

social

of

a part

be

Century

the 21st

for

Leadership
Come

The Place To Be Thursday Nights

in’

sidered

State legislators sent the bill

YOU THERE! !

aS

a

unit.
1

weir

ae

weren't

enough

Director

oe

“tt will help

the:

sai.

cash theirchecks

the

store.”

oricnink, the the

needs

of

people. It Is

people a sail customer

:

chines. ATMshave the Arcata branch of Bank of

Jim Reynolds, vice president/

the machine uses.

Pacscan arm men wenn

dre

a

JIM REYNOLDS

Alistair

saeap

of the Versateller. It is also re-

tions which ser-

fortable with ma- _ vice president
/ manager of

sent to President
McCrone.

'

of directorsre- any

service tool.

now more com-

;

Bank of America is

als from all the the UC. The location was chosen

Atioomeceores a great
—s

weer} i

university meet

January.
the

The

stated

ATM card

to Reynolds, any

to the systems

and

can be used at the Versateller

their cost, prepare a marketing
campaign, make a long-term

said. “We tied it in to the accessi-

bility acts.”

PLEIADIAN

DREAMS

1360 “G" STREET, ARCATA * 822-0422
(Across the street from the Natural History Museum)

The

newest

food service

already

campus

joins

the

Depot,

Kava

Coffee

Athenaeum.
University Center « HSU

location

on

existing

House,

and

Reference
Library

Package of 6 — 80ct. Wirebounds
$8.95

Suggested Retail

|

18” x 24” Newsprint Pads

Suggested Retail
Sale Price

:
.

$8.95

| Mrs. Fields “The Cookie Book”
$12.95
Regular Price
$8.95
Sale Price

$3.99

Sale Price

$12.95

Regular Price

Sale Price

$6.15

Suggested Retail

Dennison Hi-—Liter

-

$4.95

Sale Price

Mrs. Fields “I Love Chocolate”

85¢
S9¢

Pocket Dictionary

20% OFF ALL Backpacks

Regular Price

Everyday price‘on small office products is 10% OFF suggested retail!

(aa ssisss 48GX

Sale Price

$4.95

$2.99

e Enhanced version of HP-48SX with increased
storage capacity @Built-in advanced math func- |
tions ¢32K-3Mb expansion port eEnhanced

RPN with algebraic input einfrared printer interface eContinuous calculator memory 128K
RAM built-in eincludes: folding case and 3
AAA alkaline batteries

OQURING RUSH

SUOP AFTER
600m
FOR SHORTER LIMES!

temergacts
a

System brings

ent,

ang 31,1964 _

horter lines |

a Both students and faculty appear to be
pleased with new system although there
has been minor problems.
By Oh Barges
For the first time in the history
of the Student Services Building,
the stairwell is clear on financial
aid disbursement day.

The financial aid office has
implemented the Banner database which holds all student data
in a database for on-line access
by administrative and academic
offices. An integrated system,
HSU has implemented the stu-

dents, accounts receivable and

now the financial aid modules.

“I've worked here for almost

30 years, and J have never seen a
disbursement go so smoothly,”
said Kay Burgess, director of fi:
nancial aid.
Students lined up outside the

building Monday morning at
6:30, and the financial aid office
to make
had volunteers available
sure people weren't in line needlessly.

“The windows opened at 8

a.m., and by 8:10, the line had

moved from the parking lot to
the stairwell,” Burgess said.
“We had our doubts, but people

have been working overtime on

it,” Burgess said. “Wehave happy
students.”

plexity.”
Elizabeth Mikles, associate director of financial aid and Banner project coordinator, said a
tion” of stu“small, select
dents she asked said they liked

the new system. She said the

disbursement statements which
show what funds students are
receiving, how much and the
university charges are especially

appreciated by students.

“I’s 11:00 — which is normally a really busy time — and
there's only a 20-minute wait,”

Mikles said Monday morning.

“The bottom line is, it provides

better service for students,”
Stroup said. “This way they spend
lees time on this stuff and have
more time for studying, which is
why they're here.”
“Computing services was very

pleased with the way
aid accounting, fiscal affairs and
the financial aid office worked

togetherto make this a success,”,

said Liz Villarreal, the lead ana-

lyst for computing services. “I

Briesy

feel the success was also due to

the financial aid implementation

team, and how they took to adapting to this software.”
The financial aid office is seeking suggestions from students as

ON CAMPUS

to how to make the system better.
Mikles said the office is look-

ding
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The Lumberjack

home to the 21st CSU

iy Finy Levens
Once a jewel in California's military crown, Fort Ord,
Monterey Bay, is being reset as the site of the 21st campus
in the California State University system.
California State Monterey Bay will accommodate ap-

oxiCSU system have the capacity to enroll appr
mately 260,000 full-time students.
to
In the next 15 to 20 years there will be a needstu000
140,
to accommodate another
=
ents.

The CPEC issued a press release stating the CSU

ting
tem has looked into alternatives to assimila

e closed military base into the system.
According to CPEC the neighboring CSU cam-

tely 1,000 students when it opens in fall 1995.

Enrollment may expand to 13,000 by 2020, relieving
on the over-burdened system which
some of the pressure
received 326,000 applicants last year and only accepted
247,000 students.

In April the federal government gavae$1 billion giftof

1,300 acres of the 28,000-acre base to the CSU system as
it continues to look for ways to turn swords into plow-

shares in the
“Fort Ord

post-Cold War era.
long been an asset to the people of

Monterey Bay and the surrounding community,” Gov.
Pete Wilson stated in a July 12 press release.
“By providing the necessary resources to convert this
stellar defense facility into a superior university, we are
maintaining our commitment to transform former mili-

tary installations into productive economic assets.”
When the governor signed California's 1994 Budget
Act it included $9.3 million to help convert the former
Army base into a modern college.

‘CSU Office of the Chancellor Spokeswoman Colleen

Bentley-Adler defended the governor's spending at a
time when the state is having unprecedented financial
trouble.
“This is a classic example of making short-term sacri-

fices to reap the long-term benefits,” Bentley-Adler said
in a telephone interview.
“This was simply an opportunity the CSU cannot afford

to pass up. Thisis the only chance we will have to use (the
base). If we don’t take it now — we lose it,” she said.
has no choice but to
r the state really
said
Bentley-Adle
gift.
grab the federal government's
According to figures from the California Postsecondary
Education Commission, the existing 20 campuses in the

ee
Fort Ord — site of the 21st CSU campus

the
puses do not have enough capacity to shoulder

_
increased load.
existing campuses are althe
at
nts
Enrollme
ready the highes t in the country, the CPEC stated.
Increasing the number of students at the current

schools would degrade the quality of education.
The CSU has developed a $143.3 million budget

to renovate and convert the ex-Army base struc
tures into educational use.
Funding for the retrofit and any toxic cleanup
necessary at the site will come from the federal

government according to CPEC.

Bentley-Adler said the system has already received the first $15 million from Washington and
the CSU board of trustees has formed a search

committee to find a founding president for the new
campus.

“They've been taking and reviewing applications
all summer,” she said. “And they should have it
narrowed down to three to five finalists in September, more than likely.”
“We are hoping to have a real diverse student
population,” Bentley-Adler said. “We hope to at-

tract students from all over the state — sort of like
Humboldt.”
She said the CSU system also plans to take
advantage of the natural surroundings, much like

HSU.
The campus will focus on the marine, environmental and atmospheric sciences as well as language, culture and international affairs.
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Three individuals were re-

fo ie os
g l
eet uyint

on
and trying to
Monday. Officer Jiminez of
the UPD was unable to locate
the individuals.

Two Redwood Hall residents reported there were
in their room when
a
ey woke
up at

Monday. The sam.

al

football players at College of
the Redwoods, left when the
residents woke up. The men
may have been drinking.

was resA Canyon resident
om
restro
men’s
om
cued frthe
after
after being locked in
swim class on Monday.

A Redwood Hall resident

was taken by ambulance to
Mad River Community Hos-

pital because of an allergic
reaction to a mix of medication and beer.

n, a 20-year
James Kaufma

old Arcata resident, was arlast week
rested and released

for burglary, possession of
stolen property and petty
theft. Kaufman is accused of
stealing an Apple Macintosh

computer from the Y.E.S.

house over the summer, as
well as a VCR from the Hous-

ing Department on the second floor of the JGC.

-Eric Souza

In the beginning...
9-5

The week before the fall session began more than 1,000
students were moving into the residence halis. According
of
to Housing and Dining representatives the number

MF

661

G Street Arcata

ae ies

826-7476

students has increased since last year. As a result, Maple
Hall which In the past has been rented out to visitors,

in.
might have to be opened so that students can move
Hall as
Above freshman Zac Raetze moves into Cypress
he prepares himself for his journey at HSU.

Welcome HSU
students!

JB

Call for take-outs CESTRURORT
” and reservation

JamesR. Barnes, O.D., Inc.
metry
Optoe
l c
nerai
Get
ofc
Pra
& Contact Lenses

For casual

» Partie&s Welcome

Announces

dining& take-out

hae Cnt Cat

@

8

am.

pm.

« Weekends Opes At Noon

‘Your Vision Needs
Monday through Thursday
7330 am to 6:30 Pm

erking
oo: en

for
Want to take photographs
The Lumberjack?
or have
134 te
Must compJNle
equivalent experience. Call 826-4775

707 - 822 - 5121
851 Bayside Rd, Suite B, Arcata, CA 95521
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Lars Sameon, psychology junior, eats with friends in the Jolly Glant Commons

cafeteria.

ge dining plan
Parents’ requests chan
will give students variety in their
l
meal points
®

a

cee

el

$100 ofona
an additi
out, he said. Ing
runnin
after
r of meal
numbe
creasing the
points should help reduce this

dining choices. Residents. may

spend their flex dollars at the
the
and s
ow
Cafe
nd
Depot, Wi
truck.
Jack food
Lumberin’
The number of flex dollars 4

problem.

Other changes related to meal
plans include:

avto the meal plan purchased,
Flex dol$140. nd
arou
lars may also be converted to
ntthe
meal points to be speat

longer
s be
no nt
de
° Resiwill

able to purchase Round Table

pizzas with their meal points,

another problem contributingto
students running out of points,
Rudebock said. However, stu-

Jolly Giant Commons.

© Prices have been droppedat
grominird
the Giant’s Cupboa
,
prices
cery store. Instead of retail
which have been charged in the
past, the store’s prices will be at

dents may use bonus points,
purchase
for ble
which are availa

Commons.

going
were ts
“A lot of studen
fast
very
s
through meal point
and
and had to call and ask mom

on the HSU Card at the rate of $1
per point, to buy pizza.
tsmay
off campus
livingen
Stud
with
points
se
bonus
ha
also purc

LJE’s cost — wholesale prices

plus a “fudge factor” built ist for
such costs as theft and breakage.
“We are not trying to make (a

ea

profit),” Rudebock explained.
“We are just trying to pay our

studetnts
of en
Almost 60 perc

cost for the product.”

with meal plans last year bought

Monday evenings starting Sept. 12

6:30sPM, .. No preregistration-- Beginners
nntoer
Begi5:30
8:00 PM
to ed
nc
6:30
Adva

THE REDWOODS
|
Preregister by Sept.

Margaret Emerson

826-9605or 826-2330

to:

The Lumberjack
sity
ds
Univer
ol
HumbState

6 Nelson
Hall East

,
CA 95521
Arcata

7
H.
OC
m

D “tu

a

send your name, address and a check

ad

erar
or $12/ye
For only $7/semest
sent
you can have The Lumberjack
directly to your home. It’s easy! Just

~<¢ %

Tuesday evenings starting Sept. 13

|

7:30 PM
Beginners 5:30 to 6:30 PM, Advanced 6:30 to

ae
The slip nowofenraollcain rdtwo

= Students can

makes it easierat the
enroll at two universities

CSU

same time in order to take classes
not offered by a student's home

with less paperwork and time :
the admissions and records office and then get approval from

By Frank Mina

ue

770 1188

@

ones Alleviation

7

With budget problems plaguing the California State University system and fewer classes offered students as a result, anew
program called CSU Passport
implemented by the CSU
Chancellor's Office attempts to
make it easier
for students

tryingtoenroll1

concur

the student’s home campus.
A student identification card
makes the process much shorter
and simpler for the student.
With one sweep of the card
through an electroniccard reader,

resit'
aid,s
financial
fee, en
a stud

“This program

ms, said
insyste
a telephone
viewfrom
inter
Long Beach

ment

sta-

well
as s
tu

as the
allows a wider view, student's

rs. if yous will, of the
tbu
uxe
CSU director
of information

dency and
enroll-

rete se-

possible number oe

COUrses a student

made

Can take.”

to an admissions

RUSS

that a student

UTTERBERG

available

officer

CSU director of information systems “7, ad.
enrolledinone
missions
CSU can then gees
officerim-

enroll

at an-

-other CSU campus concurrently

in order to take a needed class.

He said the program decreases

knows whether or not
mediately
the student is eligible to enroll
concurrently.

the amount of time a student has
ng for concur
to spend in applyi
that
he
s
t.T
proces
men
oll
rent enr

the idea of concurAlthough
rent enrollment seems new,

.
The stuwith a lot of paperwork

He said there are already programs which allow students to

What this program is meant to
do, said Utterburg, is reduce the
amount of time and paperwork
which have gone along with enrolling at universities concurrently. Utterburg said, “This pro-

gram allows a wider view, if you
will, of the possible number of
courses a student can take.”
But he said the program is focused more toward CSUs which
are close to one another such as
uses which are taking
the
part in the program : CSUs Long Beach,

Northridge,

Poly
Cal z
ngandue
DomiHills

expected
is he
.T
program
Pomona
San Dithe
to be expanded into
ego and San Francisco areas as

well as the Los Angeles basin.

But Utterburg said he doesn't
think HSU will be seeing the probegram started on its

ce
cause of the university's
.
uses
camp
from other CSU
Along with the CSU Passport

program, the CSU has imple-

mented other types of technol-

ogy to try and make registering
effing
CSUs more
at yi
and appl
cient. Students can register for

said the program isn’t
Utterburg
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Water Aerobics

Call 822-6801 for our current brochure
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POOL

~ ONE Day Free Pass
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CSU Budget
d 6
page
fromue
© Contin
CSU Board of Trustees’ proposal
to increase fees by 24 percent.
The increase boosts the State
University Fees for CSU students
$1,584, a 60 perto 40
from $1,4
ago.
se
years
fourea
cr
from
in
nt
ce
Riche,
releas
press
21
Ina July
r
of busiard West, vice chancello
ness and finance, said the 20
may still have to make
cuts in spite of the increases.
This year the CSU system will
have “slightly less purchasing
power to teach a slightly larger
number of students,” West said
in the press release,
West said the mandatory costs

of running CSU, which include
full-year funding of a faculty and
staff salary increase and higher
debt service, negates the state
increase.

One-third of the fee increase is

to be set aside for financial aid,
further taking away from the

amount CSU has to fund itself
and helping to create a vicious
financial circle.
to the CSU board of
trustees in May, West said the

CSU has experienced a $955 million funding gap in state revenues over the past four years.
During this time, the CSU has

lost approximately 30,000 fulltime students and saw its spend-

The Lumberjack
-

Bentley-Adler said. “If the
ing per student fall from approxieconomy doesn’t improve, and
mately $7,000 to $5,000.
these stipulations are not met
In contrast to West's predicthen cuts will be made.”
tions, CSU Office of the Chancelrnmecha
the le
said Ad
Bentleylor Spokeswoman Colleen
m”
anis
mech
er
ics of the
r
a telephone
said in dle
Bentley-A
the
sfy
sati
spend- and what it will take to
udent w
per-stie
that rv
inte
s lenders have not been reing should be up this year be- state’d.
lease
cause of the increase.
In aJuly21 press release, ChanShe said students can expect
Munitz stated the
fewer cuts on campus because of cellor Barry
system would not plan for the
the increase.
trigger but would “watch its cash
The fee hike, Bentley-Adler
flow carefully.”
said, is meant to restore
“when it first came up and we
sections which were cut as a reran the numbers, the more serisult of recent budget problems
crisis with the trigger, the
by the state and to increase the ous the
the numbers beamount of financial aid avail- more absurdtz stated. “We were
came,” Muni
able.
to the point that we had
“The increase in the budget
the budget year to go
d
thir
onehas been a little blip of joy,
and we owed half our budget to
Bentley-Adler said. “But it will
the state.”
take a couple of years to recover
One

from the misery of the past couple
years.
CSU has had to budget 171

item of good news in the

state budget was a $9.3 million

allocation for the creation of a
21st CSU campus on the former

percen' t more to revenue bond

Ford Ord Army Base at Monterey

payments during the last four

Bay.

years.
Trouble may be lurking in the
form of a “trigger mechanism”
built into the state budget.
This financial gun is pointed at

The federal government made
the state a $1 billion gift of 1,300

of banks who have lent the state
the money to balance its budget.
“The banks are demanding that
certain things take place,”

Washington has also promised

the state’s head by the coalition

acres of buildings and infrastruc-

ture in order to convert the base

into a CSU facility.

$140 million during the next ten

years for cleanup and renovation

of the property.
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‘Smaller experience’
attracts NSE students
@ This year 104 HSU students will take
their chances and brave the unknown.

By cn Barquet
Even though we don’t have
sunny beaches and volleyballin
the sand, HSU still ranks third in
Stuthe country in the National
dent Exchange program, both in
the number of students entering
and leaving HSU.
Bill Arnett, HSU’s coordinator
for NSE, said along with our geographic location and moderate
students are
climate,
school.
looking for a
“A lot of these students come
and they
tous from big campuses
want a different experience, a
said.
ce,”
Arnett
smaller experien
attract a lot of

“Our

people. Word of mouth attracts a
lot of people.”
Harry Waikart, a political sci-

leave
chose tor,
ence and artjunio
behind
eston
the College of Charl
in South Carolina and try HSU
this year.
on HSU because of
He decided
his many trips out west with his
“I love the ocean and the forest
“I love
said. ”
t g,
in
is amazWaikar

the area a whole lot. So far it’s

been nothing but great.”

A total of 104 HSU students

at Hiloyand
sit
of Hawaii
Univer
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.

and willing to try new experi-

She came to HSU because
Felicia Penner, right, is from the Universify of Missoula in Montana.
ods and the weather.
of the variety of natural attractions such as the beaches, the redwo
, . This perS percent
plus es
teach- the national organization, and plac
the d.
And ze
more organi
the inevitable
for
allows
$30 of it goes to deter advertising
ers seem to want to teach here.
ion
students.
few
a
of lat
cancel
am
They didn’t in Rhode Island. Not and travel costs for the progr
“I feel badly for the experience
here.
as much.
“We try to operate this pro- they're missing out on by not
National Student Exchange
going,” Arnett said. “I'm always
has existed for 27 years and con- gram at very little or no state disappointed we don’t have even
cost,” Amett said.
sists of 115 schools.
more.”
Arnett then attends a convenstudent
a
It works like this:
delegates
with rch
must have a GPA of 2.5 and must tion in mid-Ma
ge 1.
is March
s stu- to apply for exchan
place
to
ool
sch
status to go. from other
be of
first This year, however, Arnett will
their y
intoabl
He/she fills out a short applica- dents, prefer
to dacchoice. Arnettis allowe
tion
and pays a
See Exchange, page 18
he
one
every
for
student
a
cept
to
goes
$45
fee.
application
$75

ive

HSU Library : 2nd floor, Room 205
Open Daily : Evenings & Weekends 826-4146

Aug ,31, 1994
18 _ Wednesday

Depot

Exchange
have a priority deadline of December 15.
While. applications will be accepted up until March 1, those

students who turn in applications by Dec. 15 will have priority in placement.

Students will either pay HSU
fees, called Plan B, or the exchange school’s

introns a, “I’m here for a

The plan is de Veqr, ANC

the

erenbyce
ferenclt
change
ex

Ties

though

‘ky thes ‘eave

been on the rise

maybe

SUMMET,

‘

the

too.

HARRY WAIKART

Political science andartjunior

for the past £CW quygmssssenesesnnneED
years,

they're

still at the low end, at $913 per

semester. Massachusetts, for example, is $2,733 per semester in
state.

“| generally ask for Plan B,”
Arnett said. “A student will increase their chances of being accepted if they can afford to pay
either one.”
Arnett said the average is 60

percent Plan Bs and 40 percent
Plan As each year.

On the good side, not every

Plan A will cost a student more.

about
is e,
Boise State, for exampl
$800 per semester.
Transportation is on the
student’s own, as well as hous-

Re

© Continued from page 13

ing.
Few schools require on-campus housing, and housing fees
tend to be less elsewhere.
Waikart said he had a little
difficulty in finding off-campus
housing because he brought his
dog with him.
Bill Arnett gave him the number of another NSE student coming out here who also had a dog.
He has also had

eContinued from page 17

cafe's location next to the computer department of the Bookstore. Several large windows

were also installed as part of a
remodeling peciect which included building a diner-style
lunch counter to increase seating capacity.

Waited table service prices

have increased as has the qual-

some difficulty
into
getting

classes

as

ity of the menu selection has,

Galbraith said. Most entrees av-

he

erage about §5.

;
—
In the

mean-

wae

for ;

The new menu features such
local delicacies as the Eureka
Baking Co.'s Blue Chicken, Bien
Padre Quesadillas and Lost

= “I'm have -

“Promoting the local folks”

job.

Coast Brewery Buffalo Wings.

was an important part of plan-

ayear,” he said.
“And maybe the

ning the menu, Galbraith said.
Also new to the menu will be

summer, too.”

a veggie burger produced by

Mellon had some advice for

the Food Endeavor.
Proceeds from veggie burger
sales benefit Arcata House, a
homeless shelter.
The self-service area offers
items similar to those offered at
the Depot.

students considering exchange:
get involved in on and off-cam-

pus activities and get as much
n about the
ioible
as poss
informat
ding to go
deci
re
school befo

;
there.
“One clue I should have had is
there are absolutely no pictures
of the campus in anything
send people,” she said. “It’s nota
very pretty school.”
Meetings are held once a
month.
More information about the
NSE is available

at 826-6189.

KGee

HEATHER BOLING/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kava, the Depot espresso bar,
with
will stay open this semester
to 11 p.m. Monof 3 s
the hour
3 to
anday
ursd
Th
ugh
day thro
ys.
6 p.m. Frida

tor the NSE. His daughter
Bill Arnett, left, is HSU 'g coordinator
”she
she sald
college t.
ini an
st
When
f assi

,
his “chie
8, isey
Ashl
wants to go on exchange to Hawall.
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yExit
Blue Lake
299 To wa
High
Look For Big Red Barn
Follow Signs
OPEN DAILY

Open 8am
Mon-Fri
Sat 10-4

11:30 -6:00

Fruits,
and Pottery
Large Selection
Produce Picked Daily

668-1959

822-0527
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study and
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Gallery is ‘rough
graduate
by internat
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ee er He 0m
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Two new KHSU

of the grantsisto

the

in kindergarten
by students
oe.

Mettreessc set

Re-entry HSU
women eligiblefor

The Humboldt Branch of the

spring semester

tions for two scholarships of

past three years
for theicted
restr

each.
$1,000
Eligibilityis limitedtoHSUre-

eo
ee
ounnguageofthec
cientinthela
they wish to visit

try

will begin airbbi90.5EarsFMRadi
,; KHSU
io, a weekly
Rabbit
ing

ties, corporations and private
donors under the Mutual Educa-

P-

tained atthe Fi oe Aid Office

ington, Jack Nicholson, Robin

on.

Spring enrollment has been

o> misot the Pull Tinie EnroBed
Student budget.

toca 4m ts Student

Building
ness Sevices—

aiid oies.

tion by celebrities

Williams, Meryl Streep and othperformed by artists
ers, Musicis
B.B. King, Bobby McFerrin,

appoedsnaar KHSU's Welcome
aineopredvacnorgads, 199bem sha

nny

ee

-time upper

ee

gradu-

or

The FTES budget for Spring ;

be Humboldt County residents,

fied freshmen and transfer stu-

have financial need.

1995 applications ends today

have a GPA of at least 3.0, and

Foran application, send aself-

addressed stamped envelope to:
Marya Naumann, 2770 O'Neil

Lane, Eureka, CA 95503.

The deadline for applications
is Oct. 14, 1994.

dents. ThefilingperiodforSpring

but may remain open past the
deadline.
For more information contact

Margi Stevenson, director of Ad-

missions and Secceis
4402

at 826-

Reese Bullen

Gallery displays
hil

children’s artwo

is Oct. 31

The Reese Bullen Gallery will
present “Between World and Toy:

:

peThe Art of Children” Sept. 8 _ The 1994-95 application
riod for Fulbright and other
through Oct. 1.
for graduate study will
The exhibition presents art produced between 1991 and 1994

close Oct. 31.

Inn radio program

will be Sept. 10
pt.

ths seis wil nude 5 vo
ee

ee

others.

Branford

‘es including David and Goliath,

The Velveteen Rabbit, and Pecos
Bill.

.

ae

The program is distributed by

The Welcome Inn radio program will present a special live

Public Radio International. For
more information call 826-6081.

cast in Fulkerson Recital Hall at
noon Saturday, Sept. 10, 1994.

airing on Sunday, Sept. 4th at 2
p.m. on KHSU 90.5 FM.

live performance radio showfea-

guage weekly half-hour journal

first show geared for children.

community.

16 is free, $2 for anyone 16 and

challenge stereotypes about

performance KHSU Kids broad-

is a monthly
Inn

Admission for children under

grant deadline

rk

%

The Welcome

:

:

unre
was meters narra“hrm
Mel Gibson and features
Denzel Wash-

fret time tafour years, of‘asl1961asi caitnd BactiageAc
.
be obMore ‘telores ti

Gerdhe
applicationsfor
HSUisaccepting enrollment.

American Association of Univer-

applicang
sity Women is accepti

airing this weekend

see
y
b
raat
ses
far
by
provided
are
grants
rhe
g
acceptin
2:30
at
3
Sept.
2PPlications for the foreign governments, universi- ties, Saturday,

HSU

ring semester

‘
$l ,000 scholarships

begin

shows will

over.
The performance is part of

Also, Latino USA will begin
Latino USA is an English-lan-

§ The

will attempt to

Latinos and increase public:
awareness of the Latino role in

KHSU's Kid’s Day, a five-hour

American society.

KHSU Kid’s Day begins at 10

with The Latin Show, a locally

radio program for children.

a.m. Saturday, Sept. 10.

| KHSU will follow the journal
produced music program.
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ART SUPPLY

Make Art
A

:

15th & G Sts.

In Arcata, near H.S.U.
..with all your class list supplies
Let us ease your stress with our
:
friendly, creative service! Competitive
prices and a student discount of ]5% OFF
during the first 3 weeks of classes.
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Headwaters Act falls short

Headwaters gets its day in Congress
ons.

ae

A bill that at first glance would save the
44,000 acres of Headwaters
Forest has
been cleared by the
committee for consideration
on the floor of the
U.S. House of
tatives.
However, the
version
of the
Headwaters
Forest Act, authored by 1st
Congressional
District Rep. Dan Hamburg,
D-Ukiah, and Pete Stark, D-Alameda,
the

Headwaters
Forest Act doesn’t contain
strong enough provisions,
according to
Randy Ghent, the coordinator
for Headwaters

date Frank Riggs, Hamburg’s opponent in
the u
staunch
“| think

November elections, is a
t of the bill.
families would be

devastated
by this bill, primarily because
of its cost,” Riggs said.
But
holds a different
view of
the bill he
red.
“I think it is going to save jobs in the
run,” he

said. “If you

“It is inportant to save the last

In fact
t he
ownerof
the land

fragments of the ancient forest ecosystem.”
DAN

Ppa-

cific
Lumber
and its
parent

tee.

“We
asa
been

HAMBURG
Congressman

aa

the Maxxam Corp. — actually support the
bill as passed by the agriculture
commit(the bill) because
we see it
to resolve an issue that has
ipo ines ha 5 aaa

any lawful operations within this 44,000
acres,” Ghent said.

said this
means any
approved
could
carried out, regardless of whether or not the bill passes.

ty
ao
biael
government
gremmmenronnice’
cannot occur after 10 years of passage of the bill.

tion

habitat of the forest, you will not
Though he believes
of the lanhave a shutdown like that which occurred guage weaken the bill, Ghent said there is
due to the spotted
owl.”
As if the political jargon weren't am- |
biguous

Forestwatch.

—

an

be ceded to the forest service.”
“The bill isn’t designed to interfere with

enough,
Ghent
said, “Any
area
within
those
44,000
acres
Maxxam/
PL mustbe

willing to

ethene

seller

gn

property
as approved

bill. However, Maxxam has

stated
acres. The

Bullwinkel
said the 44,000-acre stand
aspen Ses nape stoe oneey
owns. Approximately
5,300 acres of the
ne
en
eres
of old-growth
But 1st Congressional
District candi-

Toxic spill leaves unanswered questions |

|

Clear liquid,”
Smith said.
Because he couldn't get the lid off, he
put it with the rest of the containers to be

E

closes recycling center,

itself
conscious.
“Our system has been one of trust,”
Krebs said, referring to the fact that since
an average of two tons of glass is broken
day,
it is impossible
to monitor every

f
:

@ An accidental
spill

Students walk the
@ New research ship
offers HSU science
students a chance at
hands-on experience.

plank of opportunity

Shanes
HSU science students are charting a
new course through the College of Natural Resources and Sciences with the
s new vessel, the Pacific Hunter.

The $850,000 vessel, a gift to the unifrom Gib Hunter and Eureka Fish-

eries, Inc., is a former Coast Guard Cutter

boat.
and research/fishing
to do research
The ship allows students
Slinker,
Michael
said
field,
their
work tn
Because
relations.
director of university
more emphasis on teaching
HSU places

work, the ship’s capaand undergraduate

bilities as a research tool provide new

ties to students
and faculty.

And in the wake of another year of

budget cuts, the gift comes at a crucial

the Collegeof

time for HSU,

and Sciences. °
Natural Resources

There is no way the university could
afford such a large purchase, Slinker

said.,“(This gift) has brought about a
that would not
marvelous
have been possible any other way.
“It is another star we can point to in the
of Natural Resources and Sciences,” Slinker said.
The Pacific Hunter is used to observe
marine mammals and collect data for
classroom projects and faculty/student
geoland
research in physics, chemistry
to

ogy. But the opportunities

|
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Oceanography seniors Wendy Snible and Richard Dougles prepere the Pacific Hunter for a ‘field
university as well,” said Wendy Snible, an

Snible and Richard

also an

that requires students to design a research

project, collect samples, and eventually

Douglas spent the summer doing maintenance work on the vessel and getting it
sea-ready for students this fall, he said.
Part of the maintenance
included driving

eee

The Pacific Hunter's sister

the

engine that
Hunter. An engine for a vessel that size

Douglas said, but HSU got the engine for

w,
ee

—

ee

conte

usually costs about $250,000 to $500,000,

%

ee

rae

5 oe oar
‘=

students and the college as a whole are
endless, Slinker said.
“Having this ship raises HSU’s status as
a university and attracts students to the

cesstoa

students had acbefore,
the Pacific Hunter

isamosecapableship, sald Jeffty Borgeld,

i
SR ee

The new ship lets students work farther

offshore,
~

_—

’

F

said. And the ride is

much smoother for students who tend to
suffer from seasickness.
ents
, stud
will
learn how
weolan

The Pactlic Hater wee donated fo 48U by Gi Hunter and Paciiie Fohories Inc.

WORLD POPULATION AWARENESS WEEK |
SEPT. 5-13
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years,

said.

“ar the same time, there is a part
of me that knew if I was on the

council for another term, I would
my life would
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Watersports
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“Ten Reasons
to Choose
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OWNED

go back to
Since 1973. Member-owned means the Co-op’s profits
is run.
its members and members have a say in how the Co-op
join us today!
The Co-op is a smart investment - find out more and

2. THE BEST PRODUCE OUTSIDE
MARKET

FARMER’S

OF THE

Probably because much of
Farmer’s Market.

it is the same produce you get at the

Local, organic,

3. RECYCLING

and FRESH!

& WASTE

REDUCTION

twice the
51% of the Co-op’s waste is diverted to recycling — that’s
industry average, and we're still striving to improve. Our
.
commitment to bulk products is how we help you reduce waste
$10.
Re-use a bag at the Co-op and get 10¢ off on purchases over

4. NORTH

COAST BAKERY

,
Great organic coffee, bran muffins, cookies, cakes, frozen yogurt
and much more await you at our bakery counter. FRESH!

5. SPOONS

KITCHEN

TAKE-OUT

Convenient Cuisine to Gol Pizzettas, stuffed potatoes, salads, soups,
and more! Local and organic ingredients used whenever possible.

6. LOCALLY PRODUCED

FOODS

Think Globally, Act Locally. It’s not just a great bumpersticker! The
Co-op is committed to small businesses and the local economy.
Local Means FRESH!

7. GREAT

PEOPLE!

the business — they have a say in how the Co-op is run. Co-op
employees feel good about where they work, and it shows!

OD

Re

A COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY

The Co-op gives back to our community by sponsoring athletic and
cultural events, and by donating food and funds to non-profits with
an enthusiasm that can't be matched by private companies of
similar size. Feel good about where you spend!

9. NUTRITION

& CONSUMER

1.99
Wola Vea a,

INFO

Our FREE nutritional handouts, cookbooks and Boycott Binder are
Miller

¢
;
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High-tech

.

Advanced radar aids in weather prediction
new
vided by the NWS, another

system that will help forecasters

According to literature pro-

weather as far as five days in

eres

fa

ee

ae

program designed to improve

Doppler effect

system to reis one that sensor instrument
radar

ai oe

‘to measure at-

ete

also help quickly

oad apgmemenawasiag>

manual weatherobser- and forecasts.
takes wbractage ofthe Dope Slacethe
A

, dust and other particles
The
cor
gram is the Weather Surveil- in the air and thus, thevelocityof
(WSR- the wind. The Doppler effect is
lance

88D)

It

tem, an automated electronic

thechangeinthepitchofasound

This system will be installed
next year at the Arcata/Eureka
airport. The system was not de-

signed to replace human beings,

the facility and how thenewtech-

October construction
will beginonthe
Construction
radarOct.20.TheNWSwillmove

Seventeen community mem-

attended the forum. Their

esacernsincuded radio and tle
curiosity.
§ The WSR-88D
federal effort of the

is a
, the Air

on Oct. 22. Force and the Federal Aviation
to its new building

You can't believe you paid for this. X .

You still can't believe you paid for this.

Well, at least with the Student Account

Package you won't have to pay for any of these.
(Even on road

trips.)

em

is undergoing a modernization

Wednesday at Ferndale City Hall

ts
to educate area residenabout

Sign up for the Student Account Package,
and you'll be able to get cash, make
transfers or check your balance at oyer
10,000 ATMs

throughout California

without paying a cent in ATM fees. Plus,
when

account

you open your UBANK®

you'll get checking with no monthly

[THE

STUDENT
you can't
Bank of

maintenance fee for one full year. Wait,
there’s more. You'll get a VISA® card*
and ACT® overdraft protection with no
annual fee for. the first year. Hey, any

bank can help with your education.
How

many will help

with your road trip?
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PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS STUDENTS
Don’t forget... Philip’ offers
you o 10% DISCOUNT*
on Poper, Chemicals,
Film ond Supplies.

Mon-Sat 8a.m. to 1 la.m.

Lunch & Dinner Served

Mon-Thur 1 la.m. to 9p.m.
and Fri & Sat till 10p.m.
Sunday Brunch Buffet
9a.m. to 2p.m.

Lounge opea

Mon-Thur till 11 p.m.

Fri & Sat till Midnight
Hour

Mon-Fri in our Lounge
4-7p.m.
$2.00 Drink Specials

Sale Priced

$595 to $695

:
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Pancake Breakfast

Sunday, Sept. 18,8 am. - Noon
Arcata Community Center
13 & D Streets
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oil spill respon
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“gure Aug. 19 that will look inand
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encies
defici
response
tify oil
Coast.

the

The measure, aimed to comply with the
Spill Preleap
seoil
review
will
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Act,
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and Re
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ee
ph centage

in equipment,

Classrooms.

they don’t know some of

simply

Gov. Pete Wilson has signed the legisla-

Arcata’s Municipal Codes.

tion which, “authorizes the governing

dents to wear a uniform,” according to a

do not
who
is the presence of
i
belong on the
dress code will
The bill and
make those people easier to

A meeting will be held at 7 p.m. tomorrow night at Dow's Prairie School in
to discuss the proposed soil
|
n a
/Eurek
io
the Arcata
atat
di
remeplant

light and wear reflective clothing when
skating at night.

Simply referred to as a “soil burner” by
Humboldt County fifth district supervisor

¢ Alcoholic

“It used to be that students only had to
worry about putting together clothes that
matched,” Wilson said. “Today, the wrong
combination can get you killed.”

Supervisor
Anna Sparks and staff will
describe how the system
to
be present
works and address citizens concernson

Winter-run king salmon
at a record low

Marijuana plants seized;
Arcata man is suspect

in 1991 nof
The record low-migratio
un
produced
also
-r
salmon
kinger
wint
seen by
be g,
in
prcan
fewer offswhich

The seizure of over 190 marijuana plants
by the Humboldt County Drug Task Force
and the Arcata Police occurred Aug. 15.

anywhere
ce
Se
including
street, lot

the project.

The City Council declared a vacancy on

the Wetland and Creeks Advisory Com-

may not be con-

sumed in public in

Bryce Kenny.
candidate

pleted by October 1994, will describe

Seat available on Arcata
Wetland Committee

eer
to ue,
teint tie

airport.

Work in this area, expected to be com-

potential resource shortfalls in the event
of an oil spill along the North Coast.

is paan ane fae De
codes
ng
are key
lowi

board of a school district to require stu-

nel, training and other areas to
off the coastthe best achievable
,” in the measure.
as stated
line

mittee at their meeting on Aug. 17.

areas:

lot,
on the Plaza,
ava,
oad
diay 4 tee norti
the HSU footbridge and any
or alley in the Uniontown shop-

City
ise
l, s
Counci
adv
| Thecommitteethe
emanag
and city staff on the
ment of city-owned wetlands and creeks
and on city-sponsored creeks, wetlands
tenance projects. The committee meets
the third Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m.

Members serve without compensation.

Interested citizens with expertise in

-

amsthe
can contact
wetlands or urbanstre

Arcata City Hall at 822-5951.
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Program open
ogy senior and volunteer said she’s learned

for the program.
“We

one’s own lifestyle is as
to be a volunteer with the
panion Program.
The Leisure

Companion

as applying
Comis

having
designed sromst Se Snares
ents—
stud
volunteers — including
spend at least two hours a week with
who share similar interests.
Sister
But this is no Big Brother/Big

Pr rout 35 years ago, a group of parents
whose children suffered from various
developmental disabilities organized the
Humboldt Community Access and Resource Center, a non-profit agency intended to enhance their children’s learnanion Program—
Comp
Com
e
Leisure
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abilities,”

Jafary said.

She said
common activities include things as simple

egon to attend the eittan

a lot being
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companion
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even ventur-

Tammy's friends.
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Pittman
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e a chance to get inic
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822°h 93
Set. 11:00 am - 9:00 pm

Open Mon. throug

Pittman.

“I probably would have never met
Teresa before,” Whittler said.

Pittman, the ultimate beneficiary of

one’s time
ae

and cooking
One of the greatest advantag
program for Whittler is the friendship of

Orof

the program, has a positive response to

Whittler as well.
She said Whittier gives her someone to
talkto as a friend, because some things,

to talk to your parents
“you don't want
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Free T-Shirt
With Checking And Visa!
“\S

USED & RARE

BOOKS

¢ Science Fiction
o Mysteries ° Westerns

© First
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your Visa fo your
Overdraft Protection ;

when you,link
FREE
Forgo checking account for

© instant cash at over 100,000 PLUS® and

ATMs.
© Stort building a credit history for the future.
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or call eee F5e%Sose ext 198.
apply. Tshirts ovaiiabhe white supplies bo. Prout of enralbmant and
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Sick anim
death’s door,” said Kathi Polland,
mammal and

close may not be feeling affec-

Torsea Wie

Se

An animal that appears docile

by letting an unwary person get

tionate at all. In fact, it could be

representative

from the Humboldt
five
Area Foundation. It gets the rest
of its funding is through public

“Once a person can pick an
animal up, that means it’s at

m Humboldt Wildlife Care Center treats
creatures which often times are harmed
by humans.
the

from

Humboldt Wildlife Care Center.

donations.
trying to es“We're currently
work out
to
tablish a building

are mistaken
the center.
when they think the animal likes

Oe wal betg

of,” Folland said. “Wise baring

event at the
a fund-raising
that’s where we'll
—
Fair
County

a per-

eae
ee
put it
ditision
con
this
in
wildlife
r.
cente
the
to
it
ina boxand bring
,
1979
The center, foundedin

get most of our help.”
The fair will be held Sept. 1718 in downtown Arcata.
is always
She said the center

aims to treat injured native wild-

life. Once the creature is fully

The center gets an average of
600 animals a year, and since its
been founded has treated atleast
the anianford,
who cares
Poll
threesaid
,
home
mals in her
centhe
ife
quarters of the wildl

death's door.”

7,000 animals.

ter cares for has been injured due

to human contact such as being
hit by a moving vehicle or
rs.
ied
misidentbyifhunte
Polland said it is for these reasons the center stresses to bring
the wildlife back to its natural
environment.

Polland, who has been with
the center for four-and-a-half

puoTo COURTESY OF THE MIMBOLOT WILDLIFE CARE CENTER
A Great Horned Owl, after being treated for a broken wing

for volunteers to help

“Once a person
—
canpickan
animal up, that

d to
returned
is then re
it ve
. reco
the wild.

years, said because it doesn't have
access to tools such as tranquil-

izer guns, it doesn’t usually care

means it’s at

KATH! POLLAND

volunteer
Center fe
Care li
Wild
Ee

“Tl be honest with the kids
and tell them what wesee,” Smith
said. “I ask kids to think about
how in the future they shouldn’t
use oil products because oil spills
make it hard on animals.”
The non-profit organization's
a$4,000
receives money
the last
for
ved
recei
grant it has

ulead tid,that endhelp
eshas twoomer,veterinarians
There

out occasionally.
“We do have a slim budget and
we don’t have funds to pay for
vets,” Polland said.
Polland said treating sick wild_
life can be frustrating.
so
work
“Some animals you

hard on,” she said. “One moment
they seem fine and the next mo-

?
mals she’s treated.
“It makes me realize that what

I have
andant
I'm doing is import

to pull myself together and keep
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Eagles Dare
The Bald Eagle,
America's national
symbol of pride, is
slowly winning its
fight for life.
By Garth Baidwin
heald a
The Bald Eagle, the symbol of America,

until
steady place on the endangered species list

July.

reThis year the National Wildlife Federation

classified the Bald Eagle as a threatened animal.a

in
Michael Crook, a spokesman for the NWF, said

er
telephone interview, “In 1964 there were few
counted 3,747.”

iforThere are 99 Bald Eagle pairs nesting in Cal

sed
nia as of 1992, and those numbers have increa

every year since 1986.
ng
Prior to 1800 when biologists started watchi
in the
the birds they estimated there were 250,000
d had
continental United States. Although the bir
states
been named the U.S. national symbol, some

les
had bounties on them, and poaching the eag

became a common sport.
ling
By the 20th century Bald Eagle numbers were fal
Treaty
so fast that Congress passed the Migratory Bird

Act in 1913. The legislatiowasn to protect all migra-

Lembesjeck__
The
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Nature artist
w Femdale artist
introduces beginning
nature artists to

Humboldt's beauty.

By Nicole Whittick
Larry Eifert, a life-long veteran of wilderness illustra-

tion, offers experience and
support to novice artists intimidated by the task of cap-

turing the grandeur of local
redwoods with paint and
brush.
Eifert will be conducting a
two-day
workshop,
Sept.10-llin

Humboldt
Redwoods
State Park,

designed to

introduce the

10 years as he has completed
murals and works of art for
Yosemite National Park, Badlands National Park in South
Dakota and Mammoth Caves
in Kentucky.

Eifert’s works-in-progress
include works for Devil's
Tower National Park in Wyoming, Crater Lake Wilderness
Area in Oregon and, locally,
the Arcata Marsh.

“artists have always been
very important to the park
service,” Eifert said. “Where

would

Yosemite be without

John Muir? I feel it’s impor-

tant to use art to educate
people about the meaningful-

ness of forests
and wild arWe
eas.

™

endencyt

om

sociation

tryingtocapture

of Humboldt
County and

(theredwood's)

of

more

rea-

sonable.”

Eifert, a 20-year-resident of

Humboldt County, has owned

the largest private art gallery
on

the North

Coast,

and

rever-

‘aress
RT Gern
EIFEartist
" QARAYwa ture
prohas
eas,

make nature illustrationseem

personable,

parks,

by
sparked
rest
inte
his

“

any experience have a tendency to get
overwhelmed trying to capture their size,” said Eifert
during a telephone interview
from his gallery in Ferndale.
“In my workshop | try to

more

the

with

,

size

them.”

Eifert’s as-

0

the wild areas

_“peri
Artists

out

get

beginning na-

specifically

eens
ave much o
al
ny

Artists ofany
experiencehav
©
ti

overwhelmed

ture artist to

"
s
d
o
o
w
d
e
r
of
y
t
u
a
e
b
es
at
illus tr

located

in Ferndale, for the past 14
years.
His connection to national
parks has grown over the past

SS

him
vided
an
as
ss
succe
nal
with natio
artist.
| The need to educate people
about the benefits of national
parks with artwork has given
Eifert the opportunity to sell
over

3,000

paintings

and

prints.

He has had calendars and
posters made of his work, as

novice artists to the beauty of the
Forty-eight-year-old nature artist Larry Etert wil introduce
Redwoods State Park.
Humboldt redwoods at a two-day workshop in Humboldt
in with one-on-one consultaa major natural history mu- seminars, instructing nal
tions, giving examples and
seum in Illinois where he was Yosemite, Redwood NatioReda
c
Park and now Humboldt
raised “ a museum brat,”
have
students
Eifert's
amongst the findings of ar- woods State Park. only two
ranged the full spectrum of
Because Eifert has
cheological digs.
experience, from novices to a
the student he uses
The 48-year-old artist hasn't
had any formal art training.

well as three books published

Instead, he prefers spending

works.

In order to reciprocate to
the parks and to break the

with

another

three

in*the

Eifert’s personal connection
to wilderness areas and national parks began as a child.
Both of his parents worked at

Do you like living.
in a visionary city?
If you do, then help elect

Jason
Kirirkpatrick
Arcata City Council
Jason has the experience, dedication, and strong

community values that it will take to help

Arcata as the sucess story of the Northcoast.

for
sooner
Jason. Regist
educate yourself and tatolk

the upcoming November 8th election!

Arcatans for Jason Kirkpatrick
P.O. Box 4796
Arcata, CA 95521
Donations and volunteers needed!

time in the outdoors and getting right to work.

solitude of being an artist, he
began giving workshops and

days with
journaling as an intensive and
productive method of teaching.
The students are constantly

documenting their surroundings by illustration or writing.

Eifert assists the students

graduate

recent

HSU

from

with a masters in fine arts.

Many of his students are in-

terpreters for the parks.
“Drawing helps you

what

is around

you

see

better,

more clearer, no matter where

you are.”

THE

Sunday’s Worship Schedule
9 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. worship
Sept. 11 to 6:30& 10:60 a.m.)
(Changoning

College Bible Study
" , Starts Sept. 11

6 p.m. praise service

Tao Laweberjuok
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Science on the Net

s
stial
er
s cele
acces
eu
@ Amatcan
way.
highon
catalog over the informati
oy

en

|

Coes

The first installment of a monumental catalog of radioof tho radio shy cossiog, ted eee er
Tha Re testa
among other
VLA Sky Survey, maps most of the sky,
that
ial
objects
and other celest
Data and maps compiled from the survey are available and
mail
user of the Internet electronic
:
system.
The radio sky catalog is being prepared from observations by
the Very Large Array, a Y-shaped array of 27 monstrous radio
dish antennas near Socorro, N.M.
James J. Condon, the survey team’s leader, stated over the
Internet: “Observations for the NRAO-VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)
1993 and should cover ... 82 percent of the
—

uting to each large map

multicourse file for users who want to investigate the data

g
large maps.
the yin
underl
“The NVSS is being made as a service to the astronomical
stated.
ity,”
communCondon

The results of the survey are being released into a directory

accessible to Internet users by anonymous FTP as soon as they

EDITOR
RAY LARSEN / GRAPHICS

Bear kill topped 1,400 last year
Humboldt County was one

of the top producers for California bear hunters last year,

according to the Department

of Fish and Game.

Siskiyou, Trinity and Shasta
counties were on the top of

the list with 203, 171 and 131

reported

bear kills, respec-

tively. Central California's
Tulare County produced the
fourth highest reported kill at
101. Humboldt County was

next at 96 reported kills.
The statewide harvest total,
which numbered 1,426 black
bears, was the third highest in

the past 12 years, a Department
of Fish and Game press release

stated. It also reported 714 of
the bears taken by hunters in
1993 came from the eight northernmost counties in the state.

Since 1990, California has set

a limit of 15,000 bear tags it
makes available to hunters annually and closes bear hunting
during any season in which the
edthe 1 ,250 mark.
kill hits
report

Last year, the Department of

Fish and Game closed the sea-

son, scheduled to run through
Dec. 25, on Dec. 17 when the
1,250 level was reached. By the

The College
sources and Sciences will
launch

its “Distinguished

Agricultural Development.

All of the lectures in the series

are free and will begin at S p.m. in

edd.
and verifie
are produc
can be
file du.
ao.e
A text
The FTP address is: ftp.gibbon.cv.nr
the
of
retrieved explaining the overall purpose and procedure
range
mapsble
survey. Availa

for smaller maps to six to 13 megabytes for larger,

more detailed maps.
James Condon can also be contacted for more information by

e-mail at Internet address jcondon@nrao.edu.

time all tags had been rethe final,kill total was
turned
1,426, a 13 percent increase

over the 1992 number.
Hunters purchased 11,176

of the 15,000 bear hunting

tags available in 1993.
Other information tallied

from

returned

bear

tags

showed hunters using
hounds to pursue bears killed

949 bruins; 200 hunters reported bagging a bear while
deer hunting; 204 employed

a hunting guide; and 117

managedto bring down a

bear with archery equipment.
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Smith River
w High flow waters in the

spring expected to dissipate

paint, but snorkel checks downstream
after the spill did not turn up any dead
fish.
“We conducted four studies subjecting
fish to the same amount of toxicity as
would be found a half-mile from the spill
site,” Barton said. “Other than displaying
- gome lethargic behavior, the fish didn’t .

Smith River paint spill

1,500-galion paint spill.

By Jackson

SCIENCE EDITOR

Garland

seem to be affected.

On the other hand, preliminary samshowed and estimated 95 percent
reduction in insect life immediately below the spill site and 75. percent losses for
at least 10 miles downstream. Insects are
the trout and salmon food chain.
critictoal
The spill produced a 10-mile-long white
plume that traveled from the spill site 34

Mother Nature is continuing to slowly

clean up most of the 1,500-gallon paint
spill in the Smith River.
The spill occurred early Aug. 4 when a
large rubber bladder on a big rig broke

loose on one of the 20 mph curves on

Highway 199 adjacent to the river,
tumbled to the ground and ruptured.
Although as much as 1,500 gallons of
white, water-base latex primer paint may
have reached the river, only the immedi-

miles to the sea.

State health officials issued temporary

warnings

ate spill site, including the embankment
coated by the truck spill, continued to
have visible evidence of the accident 10
days after the spill. The paint settled into
more than 30 pools before it began to
dissipate.

in the Smith
spill.

lifted after about a week,” Barton said.
“Byven though there was a minimum health
hazard, we imposed the warning and
kept it until all of our studies were sent to
and came back OK.”
The truck that caused the spill belongs
to Osterkamp Trucking Inc. of Pomona
and the paint manufacturer is Akzo Coat-

umed a layer of paint from a 500-squarefoot area of river bottom directly below
the spill site and removed dried paint
the spill site. The rest of the spill was
from
left to dissolve naturally.

Inc. of Salem, Ore.

“We are in the process of filing criminal

“The paint continues to dissipate,” said

completely dissipated, however, is acrystal ball act.”

immediately following the

“The warning against water use was

A cleanup crew strung hoses and vacu-

Jim Barton, regional patrol chief for the
Department of Fish and Game, during a
telephone interview from his office in
Redding. “Estimating the time the spill is

against water use or swimming

winter and spring rid the Smith of any
residual paint rather than disturb bot-

are
t of Fish and Game has tom habitats now when river flows
The
decided to let the normal high flows of low.

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosif’ Performa’ For

The department said initial assessments
of the paint product indicated there could
aan

een

cnet

&

Barton said.

The state Fish and Game Code makes it
rial deletemater
allowno
to ea
a misdem

rious to aquatic life to pass into state

research resources, hus Clio, an intulve, integrated package wit a spreadsheet,

a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. It's all the software youte likely to need in college. You'll get software that

word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and youll
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Bald Eagl
U.S. Bald Eagle population

Continental United States
1964 — Fewer than 500 nesting pairs
1992 — 3,747 nesting pairs
Pacific Region (Calif., Idaho, Mont., Nev.,
Wash., Ore., Wyo.)
¢ 1992 — 1,011 nesting pairs
California
e 1986 — 68 nesting pairs
° 1992 — 99 nesting pairs

1 (All nesting pairs are “found” nesting pairs)/
EDITOR
RAY LARSEN / GRAPHICS
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Must present this ad & current HSU I.D. Expires 9/30/94

The Associated Students Welcomes}

| All New and Returning Students
‘Last Year Students on this

CampusVoted For Change... _
e 81% Voted YES on Student Access
to Faculty Evaluations
e 91% Voted YES to Strengthen

the Post-Tenure Review Process

d

We are

to implement the

|

will of the students. The resolutions

|

we voted on are now C.S.U. state-wide
issues. Every A.S. in this system along
with the California
State Student
have agreed to fight with
Association
HSU to implement
these ideas. Asa _ |
student community
we can make these |

ideas reality. Contact A.S. for more

|

info. on how to get involved.

|
|

Here's Your Chance...

We Need a Student Affairs
Vice President!
Application deadline: Wed. Sept. 7th
Appointment Deadline: Sept. 12th
—

Applications Available in the A.S. Office or Call 826-4221

|
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quit, so that was his choice,”
McBride said in an interview at
his Eureka home. “And with Tom

—
chow-der-head: noun. DOLT,
BLOCKHEAD.

(Webster’s Ninth

Collegiate Dictionary, 1989)

Self-deprecation or simply

three syllables denoting rock ‘n’

roll, Eureka’s Chowderhead ap-

proaches music much more seriously than its name implies.
Composed of Xeff Scolari on
vocals and guitar and Kevin
McBride on drums and piano,

Chowderhead recently experienced a serious shift in its lineup.

“Jeremy (Cruz), the guitarist,

(Frank, bass player), things
weren't working out with him, so
he was relieved of his duties. He
wasn't fitting into the style we
were going to.”

Formed a year and a half ago

by

Scolari

Chowderhead

and

McBride,

full-

recorded a

length album, “Sinus,” without

the help of a record company.
Recorded last fall at Redwood

Creek Studios in Redwood Valley, Calif., Chowderhead printed

1,000 compact discs and 500 cas-

settes of “Sinus” for local purchase and wooing of record com-

said. “People see me holding an
acoustic guitar, and they say, ‘oh
an acoustic guitar— sounds like
R.E.M.’”

es.
“Want to see ‘em all?” Scolari
said.

Temporarily sidelined, Scolari
and McBride are searching for
those rarest of beasts to fill the
empty slots in Chowderhead —

roll, I'd say, but that’s such a
broad term. We used to say
‘stoney’ (a reference to marijuana), but people would look at
us with inquisitive faces and ask,
‘what does stoney mean?’ "
bands,
rock
all
Like

Chowderhead has had its share

technically competent and dedicated musicians.
“I’s hard to find musicians

of Spinal Tap-esque nightmares
and mishaps, whether in the

|

guise of canceled shows or indif-

willing to give up two or three

ferent audiences.
,, “(Playing) Chico was probably
the worst for me,” Scolari
«,

days a week to play music,” j
Scolari said. “There are 38 |
tunes in the Chowderhead library. We need someone who
knows their instrument, and
who can learn quickly.”
While Scolari and McBride
attempt to discover and integrate new musicians into
Chowderhead, they continue to
set their sights on getting a distributor for “Sinus” and writing
songs. For the most part, Scolari
has been the principle songwriter

said. “There were about
_*,
|” itty 200 people there, and
Mother Hips was
*

$

t

Beatle’s.
famed
the
like
Chowderhead balks at categorizing its music, despite attempts by
fans and even themselves.
“It’s hard to describe something when we're so close to it,”

;

HOG

THE

and ask torte
To ma@amize your cable entertainment options and value, cal tocisy
urnete!
the
«3
“Sight & Sound’ pechage —

Call today
for great savings
on installation
of Cable TV and
Music Choice!
CALL 443-3127 !

-

see Chowderhead, page 43
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might've clapped,” Scolari

ness.
“That was the only time we did
45-minute sets, and 15-minute
breaks every hour on the hour,”
Scolari said. “Screw it. It was like

Scolari said. “Original rock 'n’

FARM

from their town,

they won’t do any-

*

Asthe last gig for Chowderhead
before the line-up change, the
uninterested audience
ingly
coupled with having to play multiple sets with minimal breaks
created understandable bitter-

insists his music sounds nothing

“That's really arrogant,” Scolari

there, if you’re not

said. “After every song, you could
hear the crickets.”

Xeff Scolari, vocals/guitar
“The biggest compliment is to
be told you sound like no one
else,” McBride said.
Scolari cites John Lennon as a
major influence in his music, but

to R.E.M., Scolari has gradually

4

deal is

you,”
for
thing
y
“The
Scolari said.
won't clap. They'll just
sit there and check you
out.”
clapped,”
“Nobody
McBride said.
“I think maybe five people

.

explode the next, providing
with the perfect venue for
Scolari
his introspective and sometimes
dark lyrics. Commonly compared

n

a

“!

Chowderhead’s music tends to
soothe one moment and then

e

“The

m™

up with how it (the song) basically goes, then everyone contributes their parts,” Scolari said.
“Sometimes I have parts written
for the other people. I'd like to
start trying a different approach,
like a team effort from the getgo.”

m

street.”

‘dee

and creative force behind the
band.
“So far how it’s been is I come

lost patience with such state-

' playing down the
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Chowderhead
© continued from 42
ne
For Chowderhead,

conven-

tional rules serve only to chafe

and restrict. Common “wisdom”

lacks appeal for Scolari and

McBride, who refuse to hide their
disdain for the conventional tacbusiness.
tics of the music
“In
some

placesyou’reex-

As a father of two children,

McBride echoes Scolari’s work

ethic.

“Time is wearing on,” McBride

said.

“I’m not into fucking

around.”

Kevin McBride, drums

pected to have ¥#
people on the #
dance floor,” £
Scolari

and touring are forced to take a
backseat.
“We don’t want to slow down
now,” Scolari said. “We don’t
want to jam - we want to work.”

said. #

“There’sakind #
of unwritten 7

law thatifyou 7
don’t

have

;

people
up
dancing on
the floor,
then
you

enone

99

suck.”

With
quiet, intricate

moments
a
common occurrence
in
Chowderhead’s music, Scolari
and McBride favor the seated
venues, where “the slower stuff

Vine

goes over better.”
As Scolari and McBride bear
the arduous task of filling the
other half of Chowderhead, career goals such as record deals

Tweak your
mind with
The Scene

ee
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For Peter Hakanson, photographer and student, life and art
commingle in a series of challenges and images.
Hakanson, whowas diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis in 1986,

faces the constant obstacles the

disease throws in his path. De-

spite the chronic-progressive nature of MS Hakanson has developed, he has turned outa body of
work that has won the acclaim of
academics and professionals.
“I’'s been a real challenge,”
Hakanson said in an interview
from his Arcata home. “Because

stay open to new ways of shooting and seeing.”

This dedication to avoiding the

cliché has led Hakanson to television imagery, in which he photographs images from his televi-

sion and then superimposes another image upon it. Alternately
beautiful and disturbing (some-

times at the same time), these
photographs place brilliantly lit
automobiles in dusty, ramshackle

barns or merge skulls into the
snow-capped Swiss Alps.
“I attempt to transform and
subvert the fast-moving confusion of fragmented parts into an
intriguing composition of light,
color and form,” Hakanson said.

HSU, Hakanson has utilized the

form

camera as a path toward catharsis. In turn, he has displayed his
hpse
a glim
art so others may catc

into his world.
“I’s helped me spiritually and

emotionally,” Hakanson said. “I
out of showing my art.”
get akick

Hakanson’s art centers on the

biomorphic: earth, fire and wa-

ter. His photographs, which are

frequently double-exposed, combine seemingly simple images to
create adream-like nether world.
Light bulbs and garden hoses
commonfrom ly
e al
ic
mystmutat
place items into eerie, surrealistic entities that defy and unsettle.
“| definitely gravitate towards
water,” Hakanson said. “I like to
shoot some found objects - just

junk. I gravitate toward sensuality and beauty.”

Beauty permeates his work, in
the guise of sensual Magritte-ish
nudes or arresting images of faces

and flowers merging.

“I don’t want to shoot the same

photos I've see people already

ae

do,” Hakanson said. “I've tried to

of the MS, it’s become harder (to

work) in the darkroom. It’s ve.
*
fatiguing.”
In the midst of completing a
master’s degree in fine arts at

- ~ —. . eon

Peter Hakan

Visual exploratio!
By Mark Smith
5c

—,

“I feel 'm, in some way, expressing the seductiveness of television.”
His molding of light, color and
evokes

James

Turrel,

an

with
st
who works
installation arti
quick
is
light and space. Hakanson
to acknowledge the influence of
Turrel as well as Belgian surrealist Rene Magritte, Max Ernst and
M.C. Escher.
Like Magritte, Ernst and
Escher, Hakanson was born in
Europe. Born in Sweden,

Hakanson lived there until the
age of five, when his father (an

enthusiastic photographer in his

own right) moved the family to
the

Bay

Area.

At

age

14,

Hakanson began experimenting
with time-lapse motion pictures
of model cars. Four years laterhe
moved into fine art photogra-

hy.

. As an adult, Hakanson worked
as a carpenter while he dabbled
in the realms of photography and

other art forms.

sculpture,”
done
“ve
acement
“There’s
Hakanson said.

one that sits in front of the Aspen

(Colorado) airport.” Hakanson
also created a sculpture for

PHOTO BY MARK SMITH/SCENE EDITOR

creates surrealistic images with his Nikon.
Artist and HSU graduate student Peter Hakanson

Canada Junior College in Redwood City, Calif.
In 1983 Hakanson began to
feel the effects of MS, an event
that transformed his life.
“My art, educationally, was
slim before the MS,” Hakanson
said. “Since I couldn’t docarpenMS, |!
to the e
due or
try anym

decided to go back to school.”

In 1985, he moved to Arcata
and shortly thereafter enrolled
in HSU. Now, several awards
son
ps
Hakan
rs,hi
and scholalater
is a mere year away from graduating with a master’s degree in

fine arts.

“I jook at art in a more informed way (as a result of college),” Hakanson said. “Classes
have expanded my horizons of
art.”

In

combination

with

classes, his work with the Ink
People, a Eureka-based consortium of artists, has brought forth

in all
artist's
an re
the notion “the
of us.”
“Art has no boundaries, really,” Hakanson said.
As he nears the end of his
formal education, Hakanson continues to experiment. Whether
television images or computer

Sz ws

SUNNY BRAE

the

¢ ARCATA

graphics, he refuses to stagnate.
Although he’s expressed an interest in staying in Arcata after
graduation, Hakanson is open to
relocating.
“It depends on the climate,”
Hakanson said. “I might move
back to Sweden, tap into my roots.
I'd love to learn the language

fluently again.”

Peter Hakanson’s television
images can be seen this fall in the

foyer of the Art Building. Stu-

dents

interested

in helping

Hakanson in the darkroom and

learning about color printing can

earn one unit as his assistant.

AS
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Neil Young pays homage with volume
Ll
Let's get this out of the way—
Neil Y:
s new album “Sleeps
with
rocks. Get it.
Since the late 1960's, when he
yed with L.A. folk rockers Buffalo Springfield, Neil Young has
always been out on a tangent.
From the ambitious aural collage of S
d’s “Expecting
to Fly”
to Crosby, Stills,
Nash and
(sometimes) Young's insipid
“Helpless,” Young’s career and

the going was getting going.

Starting in 1989 with
“Eldorado,” an inauspicious Sunleashedon

about “Rockng
or two
pers a thi

ing in the Free World” during the

MTV awards, Y

is back like,

as the song cae, a aieiani:

The latest installment of the
world-according-to-Neil is another collaboration with his

memory of friends he had re-

For a bit of comic relief, Young
and the boys rip into what is
destined to become the “Louie,

Geffen Records, Young’s record

beploring the many connections
tween people.
Whether random as in the
haunting “Driveby,” or direct as
in “Change Your Mind/Blue

1980's even went as far as to sue

Last,” these connections ground

between ground-breaking and

ineffectual.

label throughout most of the

Eden” and “A Dream That Can

Young for not making music that
anybody wanted to hear.

the album and rescue it from

becoming a grim experience.

somewhere beating the corpo-

music on “Tonight's the Night,”
Young exorcises his latest de-

Label magnate David Geffen is
probably still in a high-rise office

rate crap out of whoever talked
him into dumping Neil just when

Instead of the quiet dirge-like

mons through shear volume.
The first single off the album,

73

aes

eo”

-

wail opens the chilling “Safeway
Cart” with the sound of an inner-

city industrial scream.
is littered
The song’s landscape
casualties
society's
modern
with

cently lost to drugs, while ex-

~

7e

- An over-amplified harmonica

sometime partners in crime Crazy
Horse.

This record has a lot of the
darkness of 1975's “Tonight's the
Night,” which Young wrote in

musical output has see-sawed

“Sleeps with Angels,” was reportedly inspired by Kurt Cobain's
tragic suicide note which quoted
Young’s 1979 rock anthem “Hey
Hey My My (Into the Black).”
distorted guitars echo
ve
the fallen teen idol’s abrasistyle
kicks
Young
as
riff
in the
the old Horse into a full-out gallop.
The lyrical “Trans Am” paints
another picture of the lost West
in the same vein as “Rust Never
Sleeps” “Pocahontas”.

and over-illuminated Mini Marts.

Louie” of the 90’s — “Piece of

Crap.”

Young’s diatribe against the

shoddiness of just about everything these days is hammered
out with aging frat-boy abandon.

“Saw it on the tube/Bought it
on the phone/Now you're home
alone/With a piece of crap.”
What middle-aged ex-bar band
wouldn’t give their long teeth to
scream “Piece of Crap,” while

aliv-

flailing their guitars
ing legend.

Some guys have all the luck.

PHOTO

EDITOR
ION
RAPHICS
RAT
RAY LARSEN/G
ILLUST

Neil Young, often hailed as the godfather of grunge, wrote the

title track of his album “Sleeps with Angets” after Kurt Cobain’s

suicide last April. Cobain quoted Young's mantra “It’s better to

burn out than it is to rust,” in his suicide note.
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Durango 95 to
throw CD bash
By Carrie Bell

After months of searching for
the right recording studio and
playing local venues, local skaterock band Durango 95 is ready to
hit the big time with the release
of their first CD, a fan hot line,
and astring of concert dates from
the Bay Area to Seattle.

The 8-song EP entitled “Leg-

endary Grace and Collapse” will

be released Sept. 6 and

will be

available at The Works in Eureka
and Arcata.
The band, who was having a

hard time find-

ing a studio to
produce the CD
it
way
the
wanted, finally
agreed on Redwood Creek Recording.
“It’s the culmination of evI ever
ing

wanted and more,” vocalist Dave
Baeumler said. “The whole pro-

cess was brilliant. The engineer,
Burt Pectol, was a really great

guy. Brien Ferguson of Push also
us produce it. It’s amazing that it sounds so loose.
“If nothing else, the CD will

look great because of the exorbitant, some say foolish, amountof
money we spent on the graphic
design of the cover.”

Durango 95 plans to celebrate
the CD’s release with a “super

release party” on Sept. 10 at Club
West in Eureka. Doors will open

at 9 p.m. for those 18 or older.
area,
the m
Push, another band fro
will open for Durango 95.
Advance tickets and a complimentary CD or cassette can be

purchased for $7. Regular tickets
will cost $5. They can be purchased at Stars (next to Club
The Works (in Eureka and
West),
Arcata) or over the band’s free
hot line, 441-9771.

Richard Morrison, Durango
95's manager, will be providing a
shuttle service every half-hour
starting at 8:30 p.m. and ending

around 10:30 p.m. to Club West.
There will be two pick-up points:

Library circle and
front
the Plainza

:

office.
posthe
oft

we
=

H

The shuttle will
alsobring people
back to Arcata

after the show.

“We really are
excited about the

CDand theshow,

so we want to get
a big audience,” Morrison said. “I

think the shuttle service will help
people who don’t have a car - and
it will be a safe ride home for
people who would like to drink.”
The band is up to its old audience-pleasing tricks, which has
in the past included raffling off a
date with bassist Ian LamontHavers and Baeumler stripping
off his pants.

ybe unleash
we willull
“Hopef

ing the Durango drink at that
show to anyone who has a valid
ID,” Baeumler said. “We aren’t
sure what's going to be in it yet,

including
Durango
95 plans to unleash a series of schemes on an unsuspecting public,
of their new CD.
mysterious alcoholic drinks and nudity, in order to celebrate the release

“I might even keep my pants

I have
on for this show although
yet to do that at any show,” he
continued. “Of course, taking

them off might scare off more

people then they would bring
in.”

After the Club West show,

Durango 95 will play Oregon

State’s take-off of Lollapalooza
(“Beaverpalooza”) on Oct. 15.

Zap Mama shares some
of their a capella vision
By Carrie Bell

It is often said music has the
to take listeners to a dif—
Zap Mama’s latest
world.
‘erent

release, “Sabsylma,” proves this

statement as it takes a musical
journey across Europe, Africa,

Australia and the Americas.

Zap Mama is an all-female
African-European quintet based
in Brussels who create a harmonious a cappella mix of yelps,

It isn’t the first band to fuse
African and European cultures in
music. But unlike some of its
counterparts (like the highly synZap Mama
ized
Deep Forest),
thes

finds beauty in simplicity. Save

ion instrufor a few stray
ments like a kalimba, the band
relies on the enchanting and
amazing voices of its members to

The band made their U.S. debut a year ago on Luaka Bop
—former Talking Heads’
Records
frontman David Byrne’s new
“world music” label. Since then,

they have opened for 10,000

Maniacs, played the jazz festival
of Montreux, and their album
was Billboard Magazine’s World

dismiss them

as a foreign En

Vogue or a female Boyz II Men.
The songs are well put-together,
elaborate and far from poppy.

$9D.9®@ 12751

*

sion and energy behind the music.

°

BV burgandy or chablis mt
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All the women possess incred-

ible range and control of their

isu

voices. In the track entitled “The
Mamas of the Mamas,” Daulne,
Sally Nyolo, Marie Alfonso,

Kabongo

and

Sylvie

can be serious.

One should be careful not to

a

' WINE SPECIAL:

can tribes and abused children

They also use various body parts
tocreate a wide varietyof sounds.

~=©>McCormick Vodka

ing positive, one feels the pas-

sing about the importance of be-

will remind listeners Zap Mama

and animal sounds on “India.”

“4

tening

Sabine

songs, almost all of which were
written by head Mama Marie
Daulne, are sung using about a
dozen languages including
French, Zulu, English and Arabic.

Bud, Coors, or Miller
BS @.@D|S@ 12 pack

track, “Furahi,” where the women

Nawasadio take on the personas
telling the story in the song.
The album contains lyrics on a
wide range of topics. Some of the
songs are lighthearted yarns
which encompass laughter and
funky urban beats. But other
tracks about exploitation of Afri-

chirps, yodels and chants. The

HUTCHIN'S
GROCERY, LIQUOR &

but research will be thorough
and brutally honest.

Since Zap Mama is performing on this side of the world,

missing this multi-cultural, musical adventure would be a crime.
If that’s an impossibility, pick up

a copy of the CD. It’s great back-

ground music and quite an inexpensive anthropology lesson.

Chicken hoagie
with

and 16 oz. soft drink
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or graduate student, Citibank has a

rates
@ Low interest

student loan to meet your needs.

w Loans for students of all incomes

If you're short on funds this semester, you're
not alone. During the 30 years we've been

as $50
low ts
5 Monthly paymasen

in the student loan business, students have
often told us that they need extra money
during the course of the semester to pay for
tuition, books, and other expenses. If this
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

the nation’s Number One student loan

lender, to provide you with the best financial
aid products and services with these
important benefits:

Yes!

t
loan now!
i need a studen
ionan
Send me more informatand

0 All Federal Stafford Loans

(Sor undengradusse and graduate suxders)

@ No penalty for early repayment
a You don’t have to be a current Citibank
er !
to qualify
custom

The faster you respond, the faster we can
get you the funds you need. Or call us at
today,
00,
614. Call
ext. -82
4-900-692
to youonthe
and we'll get an applicoutati
day!
next business

application for the following Citibank student loans:

CG Federal
PLUS Loan
(tor parents of dependent students only)

CG Citibank Graduate Loans

Field of interest ___
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in the basement of Nelson Hall East.
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¢ Arcata 686 F Street » 822-0603

¢ Eureka 405 Seventh St. ° 444-3861
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Mother Hips travel
the road to stardom §
“It’s very tempting when people want to
buy your songs and sign your band. You
have access to a whole bunch of money,”
Bluhm said. “We just chose not to take it.
We want to run like a small business —
within our means.”
In October, Mother Hips will re-release
version of “Back to the Grotto.”
remixed
a

By Carrie Bell

CALENDAR EDITOR

Mother Hips, the Chico-based psyche-

delic folk-rock quartet, is living every
bands’ dream — signed by a major label,
playing gigs all over the Western United

States and opening for bands like Cracker.

March 1995. Bluhm said the new album
will be “similar to Grotto” and will be a

record in ‘92,” vocalist/lead guitarist Tim
Bluhm said in a telephone interview. “We

the

1,000 shows since we released our first

Grape

and

the neo-psychedelic trend like Phish, Spin
Doctors

and

Blues Traveler although

Bluhm feels the comparison is sketchy.

“It is really confusing to us because we
don't really put ourselves in that genre.
It's OK to be compared to them because they are good

a

bands,” Bluhm said.

Y
MOTHER HIPS
PHOTO BY STEVE EICHNERYCOURTES

After the CD is released, the band plans

they Cnico-pased Mother Hips live the dream for thousands of unsigned bands
meantime,
In the filled
on a national tour.calend
West
with
ar
a different
their
are keeping
across America — eating poorty, living in a van and playing a gig in
Coast dates which include opening for

Cracker at The Fillmore in San Francisco.

city every night.

7 ty

er:

erwn
ee
ee ewe.

“I think we get
heavier than those
guys and it isn’t as
poppy as the Spin
Doctors. Our sound is
more deliberate and
drawn out. It is a
nightmare
soundtrack that isn’t always sunshine
happy. Our harmonies aren’t always right.
We sacrifice a lot of that to get the en-

eee

eww

ee

Oem

ee

Bluhm said the band accepted a small
deal from American because they don’t
want to be in debt to the record company.

Moby

Dead,

grouped with current bands cashing in on

“We
almost
signed with MCA,
but decided against
it at the last minute.
We just didn’t like
the feel of it,” Bluhm
probably
said. “It's like buying a Pinto. It
works as wellas other cars, but you'rea
little embarrassed by it.
“You never know what a company will

do for you. It is all based on images. We
like any of the new bands that MCA
didn’t
has signed, like Live. We hate those guys.”

Grateful

re

line-up includes acts
such as the Black ,.
Crowes, Johnny |{{
Cash and Sir Mix-ALot.

The Mother Hips’ sound is often compared to that of ‘60s and ‘70s bands like

ms

during the week. We live in our van when
we tour.”
Mother Hips closed their deal with Rick
Rubin’s American Recordings in June 1994
after haggling with other companies including MCA, Giant and Epic. American's

“primarily live recording.”

Jefferson Airplane. They are also often

had to play a lot of shows in little dives

2

The band’s next CD will arrive in stores by

But they will be the first ones to say it
hasn't been easy.
“We've been touring constantly for the
last year and a half. We've played over

SAF ET

and to continue
every
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‘Color of Night:’ in search of a plot
——
If you're thinking about seeing
“The Color of Night,” don't buy a
soda at the theater. You'll have to
use the restroom at about the

the color red.
Capa takes the patient's suicide personally and runs away
from New York to visit his rich
trist friend, Bob Moore

same time the plot actually be-

oe
ciara Gace eae
p”). It just so
happens Bob's

Bruce Willis plays psychologist

life is almost as bad as Capa’s —
he’s been receiving death threats

Bill Capa, whohas a patient throw
herself out his office window in
the middle of a session. The sight

of her ee

es

on. the

pavements
him
so much he
instantly becomes color-blind to

and he thinks they're from someone in his Monday night therapy

group.

Bob takes Capa to the group to

see if he can “pick up” who's
making the threats. Capa meets

Sandra (Lesley Ann Warren), a
kleptomaniac; nymphomaniac,
anal-retentive Clark (Brad
Dourif); Buck (Lance Hendriksen
of “Aliens”), as well as a callous
artist and a sociopathic teenage

boy suffering
from a gender-identification problem.
It’s no surprise when Bob is
stabbed to death in his office
about 30 minutes into the film.

The dimly lit room, the pounding
music, in fact the whole film itself has been set up for this murder.

On the advice of Lt. Martinez

(Ruben Blades), Capa reluctantly
takes over the Monday night
group on the premise of helping
to find Bob's killer. As an added
bonus,

he - for some

unmen-

tioned reason continues tolive
in Bob's multimillion dollar
home and drive
his MercedesBenz.

As if enough

Now,

ing, “ ... Okay,

and the plot is?”
That’s the prob-

|

Capa’s Mercedes. When Capa gets
out of the car, one can cut the

sexual tension between the two
characters with a knife.
So it’s no big surprise either
when they end up having sex in
the patio fountain, against a plate
glass window and just about everywhere else.
Capa decides to get to know
his patients a little better and
begins to make visits to each one’s
home. At the same time, the gender-identification teen’s brother
starts hounding Capa to let little
Richie out of therapy.
The group talks about their
romantic partners in a session
and it’s obvious there’s some-

LEFTOVER

f

LIFE CYCLE:

¢ ARCATA

lem. The action
a
fs actually begins
about an hour
and a half into the film — which
is about the same time that large
soda hits your bladder. That last
half hour’s got everything from
pedophilia to nail guns in it. Unfortunately, that last half hour is

what makes the movie almost

worthwhile. There’s almost too
much happening to catch what's
going on, and the fact that all the
characters have a tendency to
mumble doesn’t help either. Neither does the film’s lighting — it
would appear lighting was not a
major factor in the movie’s bud-

get.

What the film really needed
though, was an editor. This movie

tries a little too hard to be deep
and dangerous and ends up being an incredible drag.

anaaee

MOTHER

INKA

)

HIPS

SALMON

INKA

—

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

-

FOR

you're

probably think-

characters
[|
haven't been introduced yet, in crashes Rose
' (Jane March) whorear-ends Bob/

va

o—* Nt
about ~~.
And there's
something
about Rose, who hasn’t told Capa
her last name or her phone number either — even though she's
naked with Capa in almost every
scene the two of
them share.

MORE

826-3928

INFO
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new game plan.
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Oy Meets evan

Romans do.
When
soccer,
do as
the
That is the
head
coach
Alan Exely and the HSU
soccer team are taking into the
904 season.
And for a
reason.
Amonth ago, Brazil brought
to their knees
its

si
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The left side of the line is solid
with the return of all-Northern

California Athletic Conference
and Mark
linemen Rob Pinckard
Niemiec.
Arcata native Chris Butterfield

fully recovered from a broken

hand he suffered last season and

is expected to anchor the line at

will be especially important this
season due to the ‘Jacks young

offense
e.
r the
ns
The longe
defe
the deless
is on the field, the

-

Begins Aug. 29-Sept 15

ll
ba
sk& Wedet
Ba
. 7pm-9pm
Mon
Sun. l1lam-2pm
West Gym

Volleyball
Tues. & Thurs. 7pm-9pm
Sun. 2pm-5pm
West Gym

Soccer
Friday 7pm-9pm
West Gym

Badminton
Sunday lpm-3pm
East Gym

Call 826-6011
for more information

fense has to carry the team.

If the offense gels and can keep
the penalties and turnovers to a
the defense, which
was hit with the loss of several
key players, may hold its ground.
The defensive line may have
been hit the hardest with the loss
of all-NCAC linemen Jarrod

Saturday against Montana Tech.
startthe ty
ili
Astrong possibfor

ing role is senior Shannon
d in
ferre,
eg
trans
whonw
Mornhi

“There is no getting around

that we lost some really good

people,” Whitmire
spring.
Sophomore Larry Humphreys,
who saw limited action last seafor the starting
ee

said.

“We

don’t have the same kind of depth

be the strength of the offensive

e.

1994 Humboldt State Lumberjacks

we have had in the past, but the

line is still the strong part of our

See Football, page 53

ce

‘Jacks travel to Butte,

defense.”

Orediggers.

The line’s strength beginswith
all-NCAC defensive end Wes
Smith who will have his workcut
out for him.

With the absence of Spaulding

and Severo, Smith will

be double teamed, but

pent Gat Shasety Ss

a

to take on the loonaa Teche

still

luniar

neclower
Eric Scott
heade ug
fleld with a

will fielda team
The
es
37 returning
that includ
,
_letterwinners 15 of which were
starters.

— The massive offensiveanddefensive lines of the

nt
a serious
will prese
ng
to HSU's opposilines.

pre-season
_ completion.
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maybe

answered Saturday when the

breether after a long day of delonsive drs.
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Monday Night Football
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|MURPHYS
p PIZZA

|MURPHYS

“Scouply the best” 4 Cee

I Take ’n’ Bake

|MURPHYS

“Scomply the best” Bt

Take ‘nn’ Bake

Large 1

Topping Pizza
L Murphy’s uses only

$495,

Regular

|

| Take ‘n ’ Bake

$A95 Ire

j Murphy’s lasagna is layered

FINEST and FRESHEST
with lasagna noodles,
ingredients, and plenty of § creamy ricotta cheeses, our

them. For example, we put . rich al dente meat sauce,

70 slices of pepperoni on a § mozarella, smoked

large pepperoni
f

i

pizza.

gladly accepted. Not valid
i
th any other offers. Limit 4

Hoge expires Sept. 30, 1994.
Bm

a

ee

F

ular

95

Murphy’ s offers you a
delicious stuffed pizza,

with your choice of meat,

i

vegetable or Italian.

i

Or choose a large lasagna for
$8.95. Serves 4-6. USDA food

i

Or chose a large calzone for
$7.95. Serves 4-6. USDA food

stamps
gladly accepted. Not
valid with any other offers.

Limit 4 per coupon. Please no
substitutions,

Offer expires Sept. 30, 1994.
Wm

J
i

staope aeey accepted. Not
vali
th any other offers.

Limit 2 per no At Please no
substitutions.

Offer expires Sept. 30,1994.
Bp

Wm
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Welcome Back HSU Students!
Murphy's Pizza bakes on the tray it’s made on,
in a 425° oven in about 12-18 minutes.

Pizza that’s ready when you are!

IN A HURRY? CALL AHEAD!
We'll be happy to have your order
ready when you arrive.
Eureka
Burre Center
4421499

Arcata
Uniontown
Shopping Center
822°6220

MURPHY'S ILZA

"Stnply the beat”

McKinleyville
2015 Central Ave.
839 ©8763

.

provolone & cheddar cheese.

Additional toppings $1.00
each. USDA eee stamps

oa coupon. Please no
substitutions.

“Semply the beat” |

j Lasagna®*""* 29 4”! CalzoneServes 2-34

the

|
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as No. 2 in nation
season
4-2,

sity of

soon, baering Coatnel baspoer!

games,
7-4.
41 and Nebraska-Omaha
met for
HSU and Merrimack
the finonals
May 22.
Lady ‘Jack starting pitcher
Melanie Howard held the
Warriors scoreless until the
inning when she became her own
two
by
worst
the first three
errorsand
-

batters
to reach base.

B

the end of the inning,

pitched 12-and-one-third score-

ia
Univerback and beat Californ

less innings before her fifth in-

to the
se,
was named
ning collap
all-tournament as one of two

this time just innings
but11,
50championaway from a

_

In what may sum up the sea-

EXPERT REPAIRS
FRIENDLY ADVICE

son, or HSU softball as a whole,

four Lady ‘Jacks were named to
urnament
All-Tov.
II Di
the NCAA
team including: Apple Gomez,
second base; Staci Lonquist and
Anetra Torres, outfield and
Melanie Howard, pitcher.

CENTER
BICYCLES

is loaded for fall

Intramurals

“The Bicycle People”

Each sport is offered at a variety of levels and
run all week long.

The intramural program

aton of activities this semester that are not only free

but easy to get involved with.
Since Monday, intramurals has offered a drop-in
recreation session in the West Gym of the Forbes
Complex.
The sessions are Monday through Saturday from
to 6 .m. on Sunday. They
7 to 9 p.m. and 11 a.m.

and indoor soccer.
include basketball,
Monday was also the first dayto sign up for a
number of intramural leagues.
The leagues are a half-unit each and will include
indoor soccer, men and women's volleyball, basketball and softball.

’
We
s
en
om
soccer

fective and what offers more opennsocsaid women’s
Lindem
cer surfaced as a result of the
local high school offering soccer

to women as a school sport and
a sport in
of lity
that the availabi
the local community is important.
programs will
Since
at

443-9861

closed
e Sat

The deadline for a team to sign up is Sept. 12,

but students can join the free agent list beyond
that date.
Clay Brown, the head of the intramural office,
said the best way to join a team is to sign up on the
free agent list or go to the drop-in sessions and
create a team of your own.
Intramural also offers on-campus weight room

2811 F St e Eureka

open e Sun - Fri

the

—

al
call the intramuroffice
For more
at 822-6011 or stop by the office at Forbes Complex room 151.

ll
ba
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© Contin
fromued
page 50

a

Participants can sign up either as an individual
or with a team. Teams that need players can
choose from a list of free agents at the intramural

Happy Hour
M-Th 5-8 p.m.
Friday 4-8 p.m.

An important addition to the team may be exchange studest
said
e, out of Fort Lewis, Colo.
Donohuplay
Nemoni
Donohue e could

int

a key role on both offense and defense.
Raddish will get her first shot as HSU's coach Saturday in
Grand Junction, Colo., at the Mesa College Volleyball Tourna-

Bud & Henry’s

Anchor Steam

ment.

The tournament will feature teams from Colorado Christian
University, Fort Hays State University, Eastern Montana Col-

$2.25

$1.25

Lene

lege and Eastern New Mexico University.

$1.50

75¢

eee

tcher
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The next Lumberjack |
will be published on September 14.

SAILBOATS ~ KAYAK
RENTALS ~ SALES
LESSONS ~ CHARTERS
443-5157
Wed - Sun (9-5)
3rd & A, Eureka

Call 826-3259
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Bill 2714 is a victim of

rates don’t go down. Why should

compromise.
Undoubtedly this bill started out as
an incredible idea with a purpose.
Now that the idea is a reality, it isn’t
worth the paper it’s written on.

executives receive benefits while the
rest of us suffer?

Pete Wilson’s desk as you read this,
states that in any fiscal year when
student fees go up more than 10

made clear. Fees can continue to
increase by 10 percent, as they have
for the past two years, without any
sort of repercussions to executives
— or anyone else except students’
and parents’ checkbooks.

The bill, which is sitting on Gov.

percent in the California State Uni-

versity or University of California
systems, “there will be no salary in-

crease, enhancement of administra-

tive benefits or expansion of admin-

istrative (perks) for any administrator.”

It sounds like a good idea at first, a

way to fight back the increases. After

_ all, when fees go up, neither we, nor
our parents receive a raise. Interest

O

nce you read the language in
the bill, however,

its irrel-

evance to the issue of fee hikes is

This bill is similar to a theif break-

ing into your home every night. You
tell him, “OK, you can take 10 percent of what’s here tonight. Any more
than that, though, and I'll call the
:
police.”

By making the effects of the bill
active when fees increase more than

10 percent, it sounds as though Congress is expecting another big jump
in fees such as we had in 1992. It
would be far more effective to concentrate on what is happening to us
now.
What would be better is to have

executive salaries cut by 10 percent

when our fees go up 10 percent. For

every increase, a decrease seems apropos.
An overall salary cap would also
mean more than this bill. When our
fees go up at all, executive salaries
should freeze so everyone can feel
the crunch.
"The bill sends a message that we

do care about our education and
we know fee hikes are less than fair.

.But it is ineffective any other way.

—

‘American dream’ just
Hay, bw

out of Cuba’s reach
»

By Drew Schultz

gastho- toast

In 1952 te wand of Cob was a resort town, festooned with lavish
est

casinos and

exclusive night clubs. It was the largest and wealthi

Covers

island in the Caribbean.

The government was controlled by a dictator who allowed orga-

who
nized crime to run rampant. He hunted down and killed those
opposed him, and turned his head while the majority of his popula

and

to

fa

qlo

olor
:

peer ?

.

tion was living in abject poverty. What the Cuban people desperately
needed was a hero to restore their national dignity.

the
That hero came in the form of Fidel Castro. Castro wanted
an
as
d
haves to give to thé have-nots and for his country to be treate
town
equal in the world. He was tired of seeing Havana as a resort
money
the
all
held
who
for rich gangsters from the United States
while the working class starved.
what he
So Fidel Castro launched an attack on the government in

If Fidel
called the “only feasible course of action,” armed struggle.years ago,
forty
almost
began
Castro started the revolution today he
to

trying
he would be praised by the United States government for
and ran
bring a better life to his people. We praised the Kuwaitis
bastions of
secret arms to the Sandinistas, neither of which are
ing block.
stumbl
a
into
run
democracy. When it comes to Cuba we
g but a
nothin
is
,
Fidel Castro, in the eyes of the U.S. government

s up the
pinko commie. The mere word “Castro” still sends shiver you out
spines of the folks in Washington. Here’s a news flash for alleveryone
If
there: Fidel Castro is not and never was a communist.
and early
1950s
the late
in ist
who was accused of being a commun
be an
1960s were still considered a communist today, there would g for
lookin
embargo on Jimmy Stewart movies and we would still be
Digest.
's
hidden commie propaganda in our Reader
and should be
I'm not saying Fidel Castro is a benevolent leader
we have made
daysr,
ve
in these
revered for all he has done. Howe
and Korea — we're even talking to
y,
Japan
amends with German
a little slack for Cuba? What
could cut
wenk
Vietnam. Don’t you thi
do to earn such hate from the United States?

exactly did Castro
tried to
whole Bay of Pigs fiasco. Basicawelly
that e
er
Thwas
join us to
invade Cuba in the hopes the people of Cuba would was the fact
t
overthrow Castro. Whatwe failed to take into accoun
. Everyone
that the people loved Castro. We got a royal ass-whuppin’Castro acted
knows how we hate to lose. The end-all was when Fidelthe arms race.
in
as the middle man to put the Soviet Union ahead
Soviet nuclear missile

.

For six days in 1962 all eyes were on Cuba.
way. America
sites had been installed and the missiles were on the
upon them
down
rain
waited for six days for nuclear destruction to

from the tropical waters of the Caribbean.
that. For
We have never forgiven Castro for putting us on edge like
The
days the people of Cuba must suffer indefinitely.

those six
effect today.
embargo John F. Kennedy placed on Cuba remains in
there. In fact,
We can't travel to Cuba; we can’t buy vacation homes
let’s just not even think about Cuba.
main buyer of
The stakes increased when the Soviet Union, the

dissolved.
Cuba’s sugar and all those heavenly cigars, collapsed and
a liability and
Capitalism in Russia? Da, comrade. Cuba was declared
one wanted
set loose to fend for itself in a capitalist world where no

anything to do with them.
back its fifteen
In the last few weeks Cuba has managed to get
to flimsy rafts
minutes of fame. More than 15,000 Cubans have taken
we

days when
in the attempt to cross over to Florida. Gone are the
ked Soviet
hijac
who
granted instant immunity to the brave pilots
fun is it any more if we can’t
to the States. What
planes and flew them
enemy when one
gloat and give the proverbial middle finger to the refugees are now
the American dream? Cuban
housing 15,000
to Guantanamo Naval Base where we are already

to be shipped back.
These poor refugees are escaping from Cubathe only
ed States. It just
Unit
The Cubans don’t want to come to

buy toilet paper
happens to be the closest county where you can still
and light bulbs.
refugee crisis all he
If President Clinton wants to resolve the Cuban
has been in effect
needs to do is lift that pesky embargo on Cube that
" Castro has said he wants to talk about the
for the past 30
United States refuses and rattles on like a broken
embargo while
le be free.”
record, “Let your
and get them some aid. How long should we
I say, lift the
any
get't
infested waters if! couldn
hold this grudge? I'd take to
toilet

, too.

some Charmin
- President, lift the embargo, get those
So,
ken. When
Chic
Kentucky
and maybe a bucket of extra
in the states can all sit back,
the embargo has been lifted, we
baseball on ESPN.
enjoy a fat Cuban stogie and watch a little Cuban

Arcata resident.
and te
Schultz is an HSU gradua
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You can’t live with it, you can’t live without it...

Look for The "Jack
Back on the stands
Septp . 14.

WE'LL BOTH SLEEP BETTER!

Queen size futon for sale with
frame. Leaving country, must sell.
only $75. 826-7597, leave meg.

AIRLINE TICKET EUREKABOSTON via San Francisco. One

way . Depart Sept 6, 1994, $175.

445-1880.

THRILLS

PERSONALS

SALE

ESSENUAL NAILS!! Come check
it out at “The Hair Connection”
featuring Debbie Laski. First 3
FREE
a
receive
callers

Aromatherapy manicure. Ask for

to $145 monthly, includes w/g.
required. 444-2498

Debbie!!. Call 822-5720.

OPPORTUNITIES

redwoods $ creek, remodeled
kitchen & new master suite near

mo, avail now. 443-8744.

AND

"mountains. Mt. Shasta climbs and

NOTICE

ski tours, Mt. Lassen winter trips,
mountaineering, rock climbing.
International Expeditions to South

3 bedroom with large deck next to

TOMOTIVES

AU

courses, hiking and backcountry
skiing seminars in the local

QUIET PEACEFUL SETTING, 2 .

Cutten district of Eureka. $745/

The Lumberjack

ADVENTURES LOCAL
WORLDWIDE. Sierra

TRAILER SPACES AVAILABLE
at Sandpiper Park, 115G Street,
and pleasant park

:

FOR

Nae

America and Russia. Accredited
with the American Mountain

Guides Association, in operation
since 1981. Call (707) 822-8066
1102 12th,
or drop by our offiatce
Arcata, CA. 95521.

yo,

& ORGS.

CLUBS

Classifieds can
"put money
in your
bank!

Turn your unused stuff into ca$h

ra ri

by selling it here.

Or
or
or
or

oe
IMAGES

find that special item
that special house
roommate
renter.

SUNNYBRAE,

ARCATA

Here.

Lumberjack Classifieds work!
Call 826-3259, or
go to the

University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East
to place your ad.

Special Student Rates!

FURNITURE

0%
-5
10
“©: F- Fe

Loaner Bikes Available

pltinon

Welcome Back Special

UTOMOTIVsEoi
A822-3770
by

re

a

ie han Cnet

Recycled
15W40 Ol and

BER
SEPTEMTHURS
-

SALE HOURS:

64 Watteron

822-0312

OPEN

7 DAYS

1-5
MON

10-6

813 H STREET

e
N= tor-4 7:
' EXCHANGE

ESCORT

SERVICE

~~
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CALENDAR
Thureday J |

informetion is avaliable st 441-

Music

will perform at
e Kachimbo

ae
More

$3 cover.
is available

at 822-4766.
‘

with

Power 96.3 North Coast Bar

and Grill, Arcata. More infor-

21.
ble
at 826-59
mation is availa

e Primal Drone ony
will perform traditional Iris
music at 8:30 p.m. at Hotel

is

Arcata. More information
available at 826-0217.

;

Theater

° “Little Shop of Horpresented by the
rors,”
rtory Theatre, is
Ferndale
playing at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are
$10 general and $8 for students and seniors. More infor-

e.
bl
BEST
at 725mationis availa

North Coast Bar and Grill,
Arcata. $2 cover. More infor-

21.
ble
at 826-59
mation is availa

e Hog Farm’s Rock ‘n’

the Forest to
¢ “Brom
the Sea: The S

Langs

seminar by Dr. Jim Sedell, will

be held in Science Building 135
at 5 p.m. More information is

available at 826-4147.

Jorma
Kaukonen
at 11
start
will

a.m.

in

Friday 2
Music
e

CenterArts

Mother Hips in the Kate
Buchanan Room at 9 p.m. Tickets are $6 general and $4 for
students. More information is
available at 826-3928.

* Dakota will perform at

North Coast Bar and Grill,
Arcata. $2 cover. More inforat 826-5921.
mation is available

Theater

e “Little Shop

of Hor-

rors,” presented by the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre, is

from noon to 1:30 p.m.

Theater

° “Little Shop of Horpresented

rors,”

by

at 443-8051, ext. 520.
¢ All Greek information

Hall.
the

Ferndale Repertory Theatre, is
playing at 2:15 p.m. and 8:15
p.m. Tickets are $10 general

and $8 for students and se-

niors. More information is avail-

able at 725-BEST.

° *The Mid-autumn
Moon Festival” will be on

West. Push

party

Ee iedee

open at 9:35 pe

$7 in advance which includes

acomplime
aco

Wednesday 7

Et Cetera

° Activities Fair 1994 will

° Third annual Blues

at

Benbow with David Lindley,

Hani Naser, Blue Haze and
others will be held at Benbow

Lake. Gates open at noon and
music starts at 1 p.m. Tickets

are $16 in advance for MCC
members , $18 for non-memin advance and $20 at the
bers
door. More information is
available at 923-3368.

be held in the U.C. Quad from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. More inforthe 826-3776.
pe setae

¢ CenterArts presents
over Salmon, a “polyethnic
cajun slamgrass” band from

” will be on
Moon
Heaven,
Under
All
exhibit at
1.
Eureka. See Thu.

Buchanan Roomat 9 p.m. Tick-

*The

¢

Mid-autumn

Thureday 8

in the Kate

Colo.,

Boulder,

ets are $4 for HSU students

and $6 general. More informa-

tion is available at 826-3928.

¢ Banda Bonanza and
will
Banda Sol De America

exhibit at All Under Heaven,
Eureka. See Thu. 1.
° Saturday night “Arts

Music

ee

p.m. in Old Town, Eureka.
There will be gallery openings,
walking tours, maps, music,

Power 96.3 North Coast Bar
and Grill, Arcata. More informationis available at 826-5921.

Latino/Hispanic division of the
of Commerce.
Eureka Chamber
announced.
be
Location to

lery Treasure Hunt. More information is available at 442-

will

6 to 9
will be held from
Alive”

workshop

will be offered by the master
at the
ta rs
te
of Arca
compos
Arcata Educational Farm from
10 a.m. to noon. More infore.
8184
bl
at 822mation is availa

Sunday 4

presents

on Atekee Get
tives, also known as liv-

¢ will be held in the Green
Gold Room in Founders

available at 984-8085.

|
Music
ecke
CDivi
* Durengoyo 08
will
the door . Mustbe 18 or overto
attend. More information is
available at 444-CLUB or 4419771.

r vehicle. More information

two-day pass. Camping is $20

@

available at 444-2936.

ta’

free

More information is available

0278.

5:30 p.m. More information is

Eu¢ St. Joseph Hospitinal
a
®
eeia
spon
is
reka

Laytonville. Tickets are $22 for
a one-day pass and $42 for a

and a Phantom Galreceptions

day 10 a.m. to

Thu.. 1.
ka
See
Eure

ing wills, in Modular B

Et Cetera

Et Cetera
‘

¢ Dekota will perform at

albe®on
will
Meon Festiv
t
All Under Heaven,
at bi
exhi

+ Karaoke fun night with

¢ Primal Drone

traditional Iris

music at 8:30 p.m. at Hotel
Arcata. More information
available at 826-0217.

is

“The

Mid-autumn

will be on
Moon
exhibit at All Under Heaven,

8

$1 for students and
children. More infore.
3631
bl
at 826mation is availa
tale

Et Cetera
¢

“The

Mid-autumn

Moon

will be on

exhibit at All Under Heaven,
Eureka. See Thu. 1.

Tuesday 6

ts Zap
e CenterArts
Mame, an all-women a
Van Duzer
in the la
band, el
capp

S

Union Brass Company. Food
will be provided by various
Humbolt County restaurants.

For members of Friends of
are $15 for adults
KHSU, tickets
their children .
for
$7.50
and
for adult non$18
Tickets are
members and $10.50 for their
children. More information is
available at 826-6084.

Sports

° Men’s soccer will play
Cal Maritime Acafemy at the
Events Field at 11 a.m. More
—_aaaamaaeaaamaiciai
1.

Et Cetera
© CCAT: Wine-

Friday 9

of

¢

=) future shows. Admission is $3.
More information
is available at 442-

Et Cetera

° The Future of

Redwood Bowl. Admission is

Et Cetera
CCAT: Tour
from 10
be held
will
informaMore
a.m. té noon.
tion is available at 826-3551.
e

¢ “The Mid-autumn
will be on
Mean
Heaven,
Under
All
exhibit at

Day ef Care United Way’s
in Eureka,
place
take
will
img

be held in Natural

“The

Western Montana at 7 p.m. at

Eureka. See Thu. 1.

a seminar by Barry

°

play

available at 826-3631.

Recent

101 at 7 p.m.
More
at 826-4750.

’ HSU Lumberjacks w

dents and $1 for children 12
and under. More information

form at North Coast
Grill, Arcata. $2 cover. More
is available at 826information
5921.

is available

Mid-autamn

will be on
Meeon Festival”
exhibit at All Under Heaven,
Eureka. See Thu. 1.

daturday 1O

12

°

“The

Mid-autumn

Moon Festival” will be on
exhibit at All Under Heaven,
Eureka. See Thu. 1.

Tuesday 15
Et Cetera

° “The Mid-autumn
Moon Festival” will be on
exhibit at All Under Heaven,
See Thu. 1.
ee

.

$5.50 general and $3 for stu-

Music

More information
available at 8263551.
L

Et Cetera

at the State
“Animal
Theatres. Wear a toga and win
two free passes for

Sports
§
available at 826-3551.

P\ me sion is $2 general and

2 to 4:30

RedPerformances include the
Chorus,
wood Coast Children’s
Five For The Fun Of It, and The

Theater

Pecotball home

p.m. Admisat 2 d
Fiel

from

Winery

Science Building 135 at 5 p.m.

® a semi-

tem

a two-day pass. Camping is $20
r vehicle. More information
at 984-8085.
available
is

will play
° Men’s soccer
Events
the
at
CSU Bakersfield

e KHSU presents “A Classieal Event” at the Fieldbrook

Monday

tion: The Core of Ecosys-

° John Diaz & the Bandits will perform at the North

for a one-day pass and $42 for

Sports

Music

Tickets are $17 single and $32

per couple in advance. Tickets
at the door are $20 single and
$35 per couple. Children un-

II

dunday

nabyrDr. Reed Noss of Oregon

"Ecosystem Conserva-

¢

Monday 5

822-2548.

Coast Bar and Grill, Arcata. $2
cover. More information is
available at 826-5921.

Et Cetera

at 826-4147.

Hips, J.J. Cale, Richie Havens
and others will start at 11 a.m.
in Laytonville. Tickets are $22

m 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. for the

tion is available at 822-4220 or

willbe eli from 2tos 4,

More information is available

Roll

eco

Church, Eureka. More informa-

der 12 are free. More information is available is 445-9324.

State University, will be held in

Music

ae

at 9 a.m. at C

Fortuna and Arcata. Kiwanis
a barbeClubs will be
cue inthe afternoon for volunteers. More information is

available at

Park from 10 a.m. to noon.

¢

Dance

Westerners

Club

oem

is offering

beginner’s classes at 7 p.m. at
the Bayside Grange. The first
three nights are free. More information is available at 443-

5892 or 839-3050.
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ENTERTAINMENT
CALENDAR

"$1 Off Small Pizza

$2 Off Medium or Large
$3 Off Extra Large
Your Choice of Sauce:
e Pesto (extra charge)

°White Sauce (garlic)
° Traditional Red Sauce

PRIVATE

Susan & Spu Light Country
Sept. 2

$3.95 +tax
fB 52lad *pizza *soup beverage
Pick up your

nch
Punchcar-A-Lu
d !

Karaoke Every Sunday
4
Except Sept.

Primal Drone Society
Sept. 7
SS

SMOKE FREE
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« INTERNATIONAL
OUTDOOR HOT TUBS * TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS
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